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SSAC Budget Blown
Students paying for Athletics' overspending
DAVID FIELD
CORD NEWS
The Student Services agreement
was under much stress earlier
this year, as it appeared that a
quarter of a million dollars was
spent above what was originally
budgeted in 1999-2000.
Although much of the confusion has passed and many
expenses have been explained,
some estimates say Laurier
Athletics went over budget by
around $166,000.
In February of 1999, WLU,
WLU Students' Union and the
WLU
Graduate
Students'
Association signed the Student
Services Operating Procedures
Agreement, laying out the structure for paying for student services.
The University pays half the
cost of student services while
the other half is paid from student fees. The student fee is $26
per course, and that fee goes
entirely to fund these services.
Increased enrollment, however, created a surplus. This had
been anticipated in the form of
a reserve fund, which would be
used for new initiatives such as
equipment upgrades in health
services. The money in the
reserve will also be used to pay
for the expected shortfall near
the end of the agreement in
2004.
The agreement also created
the Student Services Advisory
Council (SSAC). This council
makes the decisions for the
spending of Student Services.
The council is made of seven
voting student members (from
WLUSU and the GSA). There
are also seven members from
the University's Department of
Student Services.
The agreement saw its first
growing pains in August of
2000 when the first expenses
report came out. The report was
for the 1999-2000 year and
showed Student Services was
over
budget
by
around
$250,000.
In the October 12, 2000 edition of The Cord, it was reported that the Vice-President of
Finance Bob Byron arranged for
a variance report to look at the
SSAC budget and expenses.

This report was on the request
of the Students' Union.
The variance report was_
anticipated for the beginning of
November 2000. That report
never got underway. Instead a
number of committees were
formed to look in-depth and
explain the expenses.
Byron said the committee
was working on its own to sort
through the mess.
"I've simply stepped away
from the process," added Byron.
"I did not want to create unnecessary confusion if the process
is underway."
. Byron reiterated that the
planned six, nine and twelve
month variance reports for the
2000-2001 expenses will continue as previously planned.
The period from May 2000 to
October 2000 is what will be
covered in the six-month variance report currently being produced.
When the expense report for
1999-2000 was released there
was a large concern over the
degree to which Student
Services went over budget.
Assistant Vice-President of
Student
Services/Dean
of
Students David McMurray stated that not all the information
was accurate within the report.
The Dean of Students cited
his ·own office spending as an
example. The report released in
August 2000 showed that his
office went over budget by
$33,958.24. $25,000 of that
amount was a transfer of funds
from Food Services that had not
occurred when the report was
published.
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equipment, instruction, and
increased employment opportunities for Laurier students. The
Laurier Athletics web site.
"Our
operation has
increased tremendously," said
Baxter.
There still remains the issue
of paying back the approximate
$83,000 owed to the student
portion of the SSAC budget.
Baxter seemed confident that
Athletics' various fundraising
efforts would be able to pay the
overdue expenses.
"We are starting to bear the
fruit [of fundraising efforts],"
said Baxter. He said Athletics
2 '"7~'::1·"""'
oo
oo
2422-2~- ~ has become more "entrepre00 c-S6S1.1 .26
- 1 neurial" by running sport camps
and clinics and using marketing
·. 00
~ "1.600 . oo
and sponsorship as other metho.OO
ods of raising capital. A basketAthletics and Recreation reiter- ball camp run this past summer
ated his commitment to restor- featured the Canadian National
ing the funds spent outside the Basketball Team.
He also mentioned the
buaget. He said the money
would be paid back, hopefully Golden Hawk Club created for
"within a two year time frame." alumni, who have already con"Athletics is committed to tributed thousands of dollars to
the payback of the overage," Athletics.
"[There have been] massive
said McMurray.
Continuing
that they will have to monitor changes in two years," said
the payback and "show the Baxter. "We'll meet our budget
objectives".
credit from athletics".
'!I have no problem with
Athletics' deficit, according
to Baxter, is because of an · being accountable to the stu~
increase in services. In the fal dents."
"Peter Baxter has been pheofl 1999 there were 137 intrathroughout
this
mural teams qnd in fall 2000 nomenal
there were 190. Th~ increased process," stated the Students'
intramural involvement meant Union President jeffrey Kroeker.
"He worked with us since our
new equipment expenditures.
Higher expenses were also first complaints."
It was the original comfound in increased support for
varsity teams, longer hours for plaints by Kroeker that led to the
the. Athletic Complex, new initial discussion of a variance
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•When any pqr! pLthe Student Services agreement goes '~Ver-budget, the university pays for half the
deficit and students {undergraduate and graduate) pay for the other half
•In this case, the currently estimate of overspending is $174,000, $166,oog ~f:1~ich_ G<ir(~s from
Laurier Athletics
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SEX, SATIRE AND CIVILITY: ·THE AFTERMATH OF THE DEBATE ON PAGES
OPINION'

report. "For me it [the answers
received]
is not specific
enough," said Kroeker. he cited ·
the example of the football team
which went overbudget on its
travel expenses by $56,000.
According to Kroeker the
added expenses were partially
attributed to a $25,000 training
camp that was not originally
budgeted.
Kroeker asked,
"What kind of training is it that
costs $25,000?"
Kroeker, McMurray and
Baxter all stated a concern with
how the university monitors
expenses. The university looks
at the departments' bottom line,
and that it is balanced. Little
concern seems to be expressed
that savings in one area are offset by increased spending in
other areas.
_ Krpeker said he wants .to
make sure those departments
really in need of added funds
would receive them.
"Our hope is to appropriate
money to the construction of
Student Services in the area of
health and counseling, " said
Kroeker.
"I am relieved that the
University understands our concerns," continued Kroeker, "and
that Athletics has agreed to pay
the money back."
Peter Baxter also said that
Athletics is "reconfiguring each
account so that they reflect
expenses."
McMurray said the over
expenditure in Athletics would
not affect new Student Service
initiatives because a buffer
amount of money exists to fund
these programs.
The 1999-2000 expense
report has been since been
updated, with inaccuracies
fixed. Within the next . thirty
days the SSAC will meet to discuss the 2001-2002 budget.
This will be the third budget
made under this agreement.
Hopes are that the six-month
variance report for the 20002001 year will be prepared by
that time. At the budget meetings the council will address
exactly how Athletics is to pay
back the money. Details about
the payback are expected to be
publicly available once a
method has been decided.

SSAC Budgeting for [by?] Dummies
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McMurray did admit he did
· go over budget by around
$7,000 because an employee
left and received a large amount
of vacation pay.
The same situation, however,
does not apply to Athletics.
WLUSU estimates that Athletics
owes students $83,000.
McMurray said
Athletics
requirement to pay back the
money was "not fully understood by the members of SSAC."
"Once this was un'derstood
there was no conflict whatsoever," said McMurray.
Peter Baxter, Director of
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Sex, Satire

3

Civility

&

DILLON MOORE
Is the Cord staff guilty of disseminating the same sort of
ignorant sexist stereotypes that
they claim to oppose? Has the
Cord violated laws on sexual
harassment? These were the
controversial issues debated last
Thursday evening in the Paul
Martin Centre.

The argument has been the
result of a satirical insert included in the November 29th edition of the Cord entitled
"Macks'em". As was explained
in Editor-in-Chief Asad Kiyani's
editorial on January 10, the joke
insert garnered enough of a negative response to warrant the
debate put on by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications
and the WLU Harassment
Discrimination Office.
Moderator Christl Verdun
opened the event by introducing each one of the three key
speakers for the evening:
Political
Kiyani,
Science
Dr.
Jacquetta
Professor
Newman and human rights
lawyer Stephen Gleave from the
firm of Hicks and Morley.
Kiyani spoke first, stating that
he was glad to see so many people turn out for the event. He
often repeated that he was
"confused" about the negative
response the insert had received
and maintained that, "the intent
was to show (the inanity of the
Maxim attitude) and to create
discussion. The editorial should
have pointed out what was felt."
He pointed to three things
about the argument that concerned him personally. Firstly,
Kiyani questioned the opinion
that the Cord could have broken
the law or the school's harassment policy. He pointed to the
fact that no one is questioning
the legality of the actual Maxim
to be sold on-campus in the
bookstore.
His second concern was that
he had felt pressured to apologize so that the "school would
back off." He explained that he
apologized for any personal
&

SCHAL

Cord Editor-in-Chief Asad Kiyani addresses
offence he may have caused,
and not out of any sense of fear
of consequence.
His last concern was the
sense that one "cannot joke
about sex or religion on this
campus." Asad pointed to the
Toronto Star, the magazines in
the bookstore racks, and even
the administration of the university itself as sources of far more
prevalent sexism, which seem
to have been treated with a
more passive reaction than the
joke insert. Kiyani seemed upset
with the idea that for him to
apologize would be to "sweep
everything under the rug."
The next speaker, Dr.
Newman, presented examples
of satire and humour outside of
the Cord. She explained that
these could have been viewed
as offensive, but that they actually had real value as social criticism. She related how the feminist magazines "Bitch" and
"Bust" both appropriate patriarchal discourse in "riot girl" fashion and use it themselves to
remove its power.
Printouts of screenshots from
the website of "landoverbaptist.com" were also circulated,
showing "fundamentalist rhetoric", obviously pumped full of
hyperbole for the purpose of
illuminating the ugly views of
the far right.

the "Sex, Satire
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Civility" debate last Thursday.

Dr. Newman, citing George

Orwell, Jonathan Swift and
even "This Hour has 22
Minutes", stressed the need for
humour and social criticism.
The insert, however, in Dr.
Newman's opinion was "not in
that league. It doesn't go far

enough."
She did point out the valuable elements of social criticism
found in the insert, and also
took a moment to take her own
swing at the "losers" who follow
the edicts of "Maxim." Dr.
Newman pointed to civil discourse as that way in which the
fine balance needed to discuss
difficult issues could be maintained.
Next to speak was lawyer
Stephen Gleave, who brought
to the discussion his years of
experience as a lawyer involved
in cases of harassment and
human rights violations. Mr.
Gleave informed those in attendance that the ultimate authority in this case would be the
Human Rights Code of Ontario,
and to be in violation of it
would make freedom of speech
a non-issue.

Said Gleave: "Freedom of
speech no longer exists when
there is sexual harassment."
The Cord then, could be in
violation if it was found to be
creating a "poisoned work envi-

ronment"
an objective decision based on whether it was
found that a woman was being
kept from reaching her full intellectual potential or having a full
-

university experience.
A key issue in that decision
would be the position of the
Cord as the only student-run
newspaper at Laurier. Gleave
cited a case in Ohio where
campaign signs were banned
from buses, as the riders had no
alternative to taking the bus. He
also mentioned that these standards are not just for students,
and that professors have gotten
into trouble before for comments they have made, regardless of what their intent might
have been.
First among the comments
and questions from the audience, was a reading of a formal
statement by the Women's
Centre. It condemned the joke
insert as a contribution to gender inequality aimed towards a
horny male subject, in violation
of the WLU harassment policy.
Professor
Mercedes
Rowinsky, one of the concerned
readers to write a complaint,
stated she "could not believe
the content of the insert." Her
concern was that she could very
well choose not to buy a magazine like Maxim, where she
would expect such content, but

that the Cord is the only source
of student news. Other complainants stated that just
because sexism exists at the
school does not mean it should
be presented in such a way.
Members of the editorial staff
defended the insert, stating that
the satirical intent of the articles
should have been evident from
the disclaimer, which ran before
International
Editor
them.
Yvonne Farah remarked: "It was
just a spoof of a bad magazine."
The reaction was by no
means split along gender lines,
with members of both sexes taking either side of the issue.
Many felt the insert was funny,
harmless, and/or a good awareness-raiser. Others decried it as
sexist and insensitive.
Marilyn Jacobs, head of the
&
WLU
Harassment
Discrimination
Office

audience,
addressed
the
explaining that certain decorum
is held in all university matters,
and that if a professor had garnered a number of complaints
for similar issues, then they
would be examined with the
same scrutiny as the Cord.
Dr. Rosehart, president of
Wilfrid
Laurier
University,
thought the debate was healthy,
and was impressed by both the
turnout of the event and the way
in which views were expressed.
He didn't, however, have much
use for the joke insert, which he
described as "a copycat thing,"
and felt that "confusion is no
excuse" for offending people.
Rosehart
to
responded
the
Kiyani
that
charges by
school administration was hostile to women by stating that
school offices like the WLU
Harassment & Discrimination
do a great deal of good for
women and minorities, and by
pointing out that it was Kiyani
who was under fire for sexism.

Kiyani commented after the
debate that he hopes this will
not be the end of the discussion
on sexism at Laurier.

Vocal Cord: Did the Cord Joke Insert offend you?

2nd Year Sociology

Katie Gilbert
Robyn Stoneman
Ist Year Comm. Studies 4th Year Business

"No. It said all over the cover that "No, because it was a joke and it "No, because you have to be
it was a joke. Everyone needs to clearly stated that. If you can't ready for the fact that people
get a sense of humour in this find the humour in that, then you aren't always going to print what
need to get out of the house."
school."
you want to read."

Ray Wiecha
2nd Year Business

Allison Daly
2nd Year Psychology

"No. I thought it was hilarious. II "No. It was a joke. It was funny.
think if you looked into it you 1 The students are the ones readwould have seen it was really / ing it and paying for it and if it
sarcastic. You shouldn't take anything too seriously."
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Water Buffaloes Suspended
Investigation to be
carried out by JAC
MATTHEW CADE
In response to a formal com-

plaint made by the Residence
Life Staff last week, the Water
Buffaloes were officially suspended January 10th by the
Students Union until further
notice. The matter has since
been forwarded to the Judicial
Affairs Council and an investigation is likely to follow.
The reasons for suspension
that have thus far been made
clear surround issues of alcohol
consumption in transit to offcampus events. Specifically, the
University's policy on alcoholic
beverages has been broken by
the Campus Club.
For example, policy 4.4, subsection 4, states: "The consumption of alcoholic beverages is not permitted on any
Students' Union, Graduate
Students' Association, or Wilfrid
Laurier University sponsored
vehicle." In other words, drinking on the bus is not allowed
when that bus is carrying a
group sponsored by, and/or representing, the university.
As well, the university's
Student Code of Conduct,
which covers members of the
Laurier community both on and
off-campus, has been breached.
The Code states that "students
are required to adhere to the
provincial laws and the policies
of the University governing the

possession and/or consumption
of alcoholic beverages." Simply
put, alcohol consumption in
any vehicle constitutes a
provincial criminal offence.
Although there has been
some speculation that the
Buffaloes have lost their charter
with the Students' Union, that is
not the case.
The suspension at this stage
means that the Water Buffaloes

permitted to "meet
and/or operate as a club anywhere on campus; plan and/or
execute any events, whether on
campus or off campus; access
the club's bank account with
the exception of submitting outstanding invoices from prior to
the suspension date; and participate in any campus activity as
the Water Buffaloes."
This last stipulation will take
immediate effect and in some
ways will hit the hardest. As
things stand, the Buffaloes will
most likely not be able to enter
a team into Winter Carnival.
They have had a tremendous
presence at this annual event for
the last several years and their
disappointment with the suspension was evident.
"We were disappointed that
they didn't give us a chance to
look into it and clean it up ourselves," said Dan Kennedy,
Water
President
of
the
Buffaloes. "We've sort of been
considered guilty until proven
are

not

The Water Buffaloes, seen here at the Homecoming parade, are the largest Campus Club at Laurier with over 450 members.

innocent."
Kennedy and the Buffaloes
have made no attempt to deny
that the consumption of alcohol
on these tours has taken place,
however,and he made that quite
clear.
"Obviously we wouldn't
intentionally be breaking their
policies," said Kennedy. "We
met as a group off campus to
discuss things and it took us 5
seconds to decide that we won't
do it anymore."
Kennedy also was somewhat
upset at how quickly the action
was taken, citing the Buffaloes
lengthy record of support for the
Union and it's events. They regularly, for example, participate
in the Walk for Literacy, Jump
Rope for Heart, and the
Bacchus Toy Drive. As well, the

Buffaloes have made annual
donations to the Laurier
University Charity Kouncil and
the Liver Foundation.
"We have a presence at all
major Students' Union events
and we were named CoCampus Club of the Year and
now we're being told that what
we're doing isn't good enough,"
said Kennedy.
More seems to be at stake,
however, than the fate of the
Water Buffaloes.
According to Jeffrey Kroeker,
Students' Union President, "the
Water Buffaloes have put the
Students' Union in breach of the
Procedures
Operating
Agreement with the university.
What is at stake now is all busing for the rest of the year for all
groups on campus."

Without the present busing
privileges that the Students'
Union enjoys, students could be
loaded off campus. In this case,
however, the university's insurance wouldn't cover them.
Potentially, this could mean
restrictions on busing for events
such as Charity Ball, Winter
Carnival, as well as all residence events.
What it will mean for certain
is that the Students' Union will
be significantly tightening its
bus and alcohol policies to try
to improve the safety of Laurier
students both on and off campus.
Said Kroeker: "this is an
opportunity for us to say, 'We're
going to look more closely.'"

ABS is a-dancin'!
MICHELLE SCARFONE

Wilfrid Laurier University's Maureen Forrester
Hall will soon feature the dynamic traditions of
Caribbean and African folklore, music, and
dance in "Rhythm of Distant Thunder" a production being put on by the Collective Of Black
Artists (COBA).
WLU's Association of Black Students and Big
Sisters of the K-W area bring this spiritual and
colourful night to the campus this January 27 at 8

p.m.
COBA has been performing across Canada
and the US since it's formation in 1 993. Its members include some exceptionally talented artists
and cast from The Lion King.
Through a diverse cast, COBA achieves their
goals of cross-cultured education, interracial co-

HIGHLAND

operation and societal goodwill.
Big Sisters are hoping that this will become a
major fundraiser for their charitable and helpful
organization. Their goal for the performance is to
sell all 325 seats available.
Derick Layte of Big Sisters has high hopes for
the performance and what it represents.
"We're trying to reach out to the ethnic community and to other ethnic cultures with our programs." The show itself will cover a wide range of
cultures within the black community.
All proceeds raised from the performance will
benefit the Big Sisters of Kitchener-Waterloo &
Area. Tickets are $15.00 per person and are available through the Association of Black Students
and Derick Layte at Big Sisters of KitchenerWaterloo & Area.
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International
Project Management
a 12-month post-graduate certificate program
in international development at Humber College
Now you can study for employment in the growing field of
International Development. Learn applied skills for writing
international project proposals, cross-cultural communications,
managing resources for overseas international development, and
more. The program includes an 8-week field placement or applied
research project which may be completed overseas or in North
America. Call (416) 675-6622, ext 4510,
© HUMBER
or fax (416) 252-7573
.

The Business School

8 to 12 poses to choose from
PROOFS READY IN 24 HRS.
"We carry all colours for UW and WLU"
•
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One 8"xl0" / Two 5"x7" / Six 2"x3"
$15.00 sitting fee (reg. $30.00)
expires Feb 10, 2001
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Work in the Global Village
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EVERGREEN PLAZA, 370 Highland Road KITCHENER at Westfnount (next to Food Basics)
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Butterfly Ballots and other election stuff
LUKE JOHNSTON

Last
was

year's race for WLUSU President
even closer than the recent

American Presidential election. With
only 22 days until the big day, candidates and officials have already begun to
prepare for the campaign.
Candidates have until 4:30 on
January 25 to return their nomination
forms. The race officially begins 30 minutes after the conclusion of the All
Candidates Meeting to be held that night
at 5:30. The meeting will give candidates
a chance to submit their platforms and
photos for publication in The Cord and
on the WLUSU web site.
Once the race begins, election offi-

cials are committed to creating an even
playing field. This commitment is evident in the mandate of Chief Returning
Officer Christina Lee. Lee and her team
want to "ensure that every candidate has
an equal opportunity for a successful
campaign."
Creating equal opportunity means
enforcing strict guidelines. Promotional
material and campaign spending will be
tightly controlled. Candidates who violate the Code of Conduct will be fined.
These fines range from three dollars,
for a pamphlet violation, to fifty dollars
for slandering an opponent. Under the
old system, after four infractions, no matter how minor, a candidate was disqualified.

Ms. Lee has helped create a new pol-

icy 'that recognizes the difference
between a minor infraction, like an oversized poster, and a major offence, like
early campaigning. Under the new policy, a candidate will be disqualified once
they have received a total of 75 dollars
in fines. However, despite the stringent
policy, no candidates were disqualified
in last year's election.
The general student population will
have a chance to hear the candidates'
at
an
forum.
platforms
open
students
first
Additionally,
year
may have
a chance to confront candidates during a
residence tour.
Candidates are running for the power
positions within the Students Union. A

Stealing and smoking
MEDICAL ASSIST 1 048 HRS MON JAN 08/01 An
ambulance was called after a receiving a report
of a student who had fainted at the Library.
Ambulance attendants checked the student and
she was escorted to Health Services.
MISCHIEF MON JAN 08/01 Person(s) unknown
broke a mirror in the men's washroom off the

Concourse.
CAUSE DISTURBANCE 0205 HRS THU JAN
11/01 Officers responded to a report of a group of
males arguing in the Nichols Ctre quad. They left
after being requested to do so by officers.

THEFT UNDER $5000 WED JAN

10/01 A

WLU

student reported the theft of his wallet from his
coat pocket while he was at Wilt's.

being approximately 35-40 years of age wearing
a tan jacket and green pants and carrying a knapsack. This same individual was later observed by
residence staff outside Conrad Hall but did not
gain entry. A search for this individual was conducted with negative results.
MISCHIEF 0230 HRS SUN JAN 14/01 Person(s)
unknown broke one of the gate aims at lot 20.

MISCHIEF 0245 HRS SUN JAN 14/01 Person(s)
unknown broke the mirror and flattened a tire of
a vehicle parked in lot 6.
TRESPASS 0300 HRS SUN JAN 14/01 Four males
were evicted from the Food Court after creating a
disturbance and refusing to leave when directed
by staff. The matter will be forwarded to the JAC.
MISCHIEF 0220-0235 HRS SUN JAN 14/01
Person(s) unknown broke the window in a stairway at Willison Hall.

floor fan.

MISCHIEF 0310 HRS SUN JAN 14/01 Person(s)
unknown broke a window at the north entrance
to the Terrace.

prepare for their campaigns early. "The
time to for candidates to prepare," she
says, "is now".
Lee is also hopeful that voter turnout
will exceed last year's all time high of 20
percent. Since the American Presidential
race has taught students that every vote
counts, her optimism may be well founded.

1CDs0of s

Cheap!

FIRE ALARM 2225 HRS THU JAN 11/01 The
smoke from some burned popcorn set off the fire
alarm @ Little House A wing. The smoke was
cleared by openeing some windows and using a

new person will be elected for the following positions: WLUSU President,
Executive V.P of University Affairs, and
WLUSP President.
Furthermore, 1 5 people will be elected to the WLUSU Board of Directors and
6 candidates will be elected to the
WLUSP Board.
Ms. Lee encourages all candidates to

MISCHIEF THU JAN 11/01 Person(s) unknown
broke one of the gate arms @ lot 20.
THEFT UNDER $5000 1300 HRS THU JAN
11/01 A WLU student reported the theft of her
wallet @ the Science Building when she left it
unattended for a short time.

SUSPICIOUS PERSON 1845 HRS SAT JAN 13/01
A suspicious looking unidentified male was
observed walking through Little House A Wing
and was escorted out by a residence staff. No
identification was obtained but he is described as

POSSESSION OF DRUGS 2018 HRS SUN JAN
14/01 Residence staff at University Place confronted three non WLU males smoking hashish at

the north end of University Place Residence.
When the staff advised them they were calling
Security they fled the scene leaving behind a
homemade water pipe. Staff advised that they
were not residents of University Place

KlngSt.N., Waterloo
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whims and desires of patriachical
society or is she empowering herself
by being the ruler of her own body?
This is one of the many difficult
and complex questions that society is
presented with in what I believe to be
a post-Feminist world. There is no
clear-cut answer to this question;
every person that answers will have a
different response.
Depending on a person's age, gender and experiences in life they will
see that woman who is scantily clad
on the cover of a magazine in a very
different light. Personally, because of
what I have experienced, I do not see
this as an issue. I have become so
desensitized to this particular aspect
of pop culture that I just do not see it
any more. The only reaction I have
after seeing a Brazilian model in a
bikini on the cover of magazine is
wondering how her stylist got her
hair to look that good. It is none of
my concern what her intentions were
in posing; it is her life and it is not my
place to judge.
The baby boomer generation held
within in it a group of women that
revolutionized the way we are treated
in this country. To these women I give
my sincere thanks, for all of the strug-

At last Thursday's open forum on The
Cord's November joke insert, a wide

gulf separated the 'pro' and 'offended' camps. But one source of agreement was both sides' repeated
description of the insert as 'satire.'
Webster's calls satire "trenchant
wit, irony, or sarcasm used to expose
and discredit, vice or folly." This is a
youthful and modern style of humour
and is prolifically exhibited in popular culture, such as The Simpsons.
Like other satirists, The Simpsons portrays the opposite of what it wants to
say. An audience won't get this kind
of joke if:
(a) The authors haven't laid
enough clues betraying their ironic
state. Did the insert fail in this regard?
On the cover, the insert declares
boldly "this is a joke insert!" The page
one editorial spells it out: the joke is
magazines like Maxim, Cosmo and
Glamour which perpetuate old
stereotypes, pitch useless consumerism and inaccessible celebrities
to a mass audience, and yet are still
bought in numbers assuring their
publishers'fortunes. The author drops
out of character in the 'where to have
sex' article when suggesting the
Seminary, and even libels Maxim
readers ("we feef bad enough for
including this so you can figure out
how to do it YOU FREAK"). The writing in other articles is sufficiently
over-the-top to act as a eye to its

gles and sacrifices they had to make
in order for my generation of women
to have everything we do. However,
because of this generation gap, I
believe the women in my generation
[including myself], have not had to
deal with the same issues. Ask a
young woman in Canada if she
assumes she will have the same
opportunity as her male counterpart
to participate in organized sports in
school and she will answer yes.
Although in many cases women's
sports, except in the case of championship winning organizations, are
under-funded in comparison to their
male counterparts, at least the opportunities exist where they didn't
before.
At the present time about 60 per
cent of this universities' undergraduate population is female. More and
more women are applying for medical and law schools, two professions
that have been historically dominated
by men. These are all huge strides
that have been made for equality
between men and women in this
country.

Popular culture is one that can
simply be described as sex obsessed.
Sex is everywhere, and everyone, it
appears, wants to have more of it,
more often. This is a society where
twelve year old girls are running
around in t-shirts that say "Sexy" and
"Flirt" that they have bought from the
newly created youth department of

LETTERS

satire. Instructing people to quote
Britney Spears?!
(b) The objectors are blind to the
humour. This must be the current
problem: the insert lampoons a publication of which there is widespread
awareness in the target audience
(Laurier undergraduates smart people!). In an effort to convince them to
avoid such publications, this should
please feminists. By speaking to the
audience in terms they understand,
the satirist is able to more effectively
deliver a serious message. Those who
take offense might develop a more
sophisticated
understanding of
-

humour's manifestations and

very adult stores such as Le Chateau
and La Senza.
These same young women are
also, generally speaking, much more
sexually open than the group of
women who are only ten years older
than them. What makes this sex
obsessed society so different is that
both men and women are seen as
equal partners in it. The ideas that
were so revolutionary in the 1960's
and 1970'5, such as female contraceptives and the idea of a woman's
right to choose (with the legalization
of abortion), are now ingrained in the
consciousness of an entire generation
of Canadian women. Birth control
did exactly what it was supposed to
do; it gave women the sexual freedom men always had. That is why I
believe the obsession with sex in our
society is just that an obsession with
sex, not a continuation of the degradation of women by seeing them as
sexual objects.
As we continue to travel the road
to equality, I think we have to look
back and reflect how far we have
come. I also think the generation of
women that came before us has to
realize the women that will continue
what they began are starting at a very
different point.
-

YVONNE FARAH
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord
Staff, the editorial board, or WLUSP.

complaining about every little thing,
is this any better? It's practically a
tyranny of the masses when writers
have to watch what they write lest
they offend someone. Obviously,
there are limits to this: there is no
place for racism, sexism, slander and
the like in a paper as high-classed as
The Cord, but if something is so clearly advertised as a joke, it should be
taken as such.
Chris Tobber

Missing
Point

The

The tie that binds since 1926

A woman is on the cover of a magazine, wearing a swimsuit with her
hair blowing in the wind and a smirk
not a fuli smile is on her face. By posing for the photograph, is this woman
degrading herself and giving into the

uses.

Kevin Ramzi Nasir

It was with great outrage that I read
Asad Kiyani's "Sex, Satire and
Civility" editorial in last week's Cord.
It did not matter to me so much that
people were complaining that it was
glorifying sex (though it should be
glorified) or even that it was supposedly degrading to both sexes (if you
want true degradation, I suggest Phil's
on a Saturday night). My main problem was that Asad found himself having to apologize for something that
was obviously an innocent joke.
Have some backbone, Asad! The
Cord is a newspaper run by students,
for students. Pleasing everyone is an
unrealistic goal. Students are traditionally quick to shake their fists at
any form of censorship (especially
when at the hands of the administration) but if everyone writes letters

This is in reply to the letter in last
week's Cord entitled 'WHY?' Why
doesn't this individual just ask someone instead of complaining to the student body? Why is there a flat screen
TV beside The Hub? I don't know, but
I'm sure if you ask them, they will tell
you. You want to tell time in the
torque room? Well, buy a watch.
Why does the C-Spot not play radio
Laurier? Well, if you had just asked
someone, you would have been told
that the wiring is not yet set up, and
we can't play Radio Laurier. Why has
registration been a total chaos? It's
like that every year, live with it. Why
are books sold 20-30% higher at the
bookstore compared to Chapters or
Indigo? I will assume that you are not
a business student, and leave it at
that. In response to the P&G referContinued on next page...
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ence, I hope you are only taking
business as an elective, because
you are in the wrong program if
you are asking that question.
Does the Concourse really look
like Starbucks? I think you have
visited one too many Starbucks.
Try Tim Horton's next time.
Why has Coke invaded the CSpot? They always had, including the rest of the school. Did
you not notice you can't buy

Pepsi anywhere on campus?

Jonathan Scott

That TV
Barring any criticism from
'insiders' for this rather scathing

commentary, I'm beginning to
seriously question the handling
of funds within WLUSU after
noticing a brand new 42-inch
plasma display panel being
installed in the Concourse,
beside the One Card office. It
doesn't take much investigating
to find out that this state-of-theart, high-tech toy costs a staggering $15,000. Renovations
are one thing, but throwing
sacks of money into unnecessary frills makes me bitter when
it comes to coughing up an
ever-increasing list of "incidental fees". I think it'd take an

Jeff

Justice
Bariya Magazu, a seventeen
year-old Nigerian girl, has been
sentenced to receive one hundred and eighty lashes.
The public flogging scheduled for January 27th could
have enough force to potentially kill her. Magazu's crime?
Pre-marital sex leading to pregnancy.
It was discovered during her
trial that Magazu's own father
had pimped her out to three of
his middle aged friends.
Unrepresented in an Islamic
court, Magazu was sentenced
to one hundred lashes for the
pre-marital sex, and another
eighty lashes for "false accusation" against the father of the
child.
The Canadian government
has launched a formal complaint with Nigeria. The
Nigerian government has thus
far
ignored all
protests.
it
has not
Strangely enough,
been the issue of the barbaric
torture of this young woman
that has raised controversy, but
rather the act of Canadian
intervention. A letter written to

Carver

Listen!
IA new semester is upon us here
at Laurier. There are new faces
and certain old ones that won't

be found wandering the hallways again. When trying to
decide what I wanted to write
about, the first thing that came
to mind was to look at artificiality and the interaction of students upon their return from the
Christmas break. I decided I
would try to
the
gauge
response of those
people that ask
'How were your
holidays?' In fact,
when
several
people asked me
that very question i responded
with 'terrible'. I
guess you could say I did it just
for kicks. My vacation was fine;
it gave me a chance to do a lot
of reading, thinking, and relaxing. The point of my negative
answer was to determine if anyone actually cared, or perhaps if
they were paying attention.
Unfortunately, not one person
balked... whatever.
Then I decided that writing
an article on that type of subject
matter might be misconstrued
as selfish whining. It was then
that decided it might be more
helpful, or at the very least constructive, to approach this from
a different angle.
There are two generally

•

«

•

.

I

stop.

could

Sure,

I

elaborate on these
two
simple
points, but what would this do?
Nothing... This is where I was
fortunate enough to find myself
in an environment (on Monday
night of all nights...) to bring
this idea up with a group of
people that enjoy conversation.
It was through this interaction I
realized that the real solution
was to change the way we interact. Everyone has something to
offer, and you have something
to offer everyone else. So if you
ask someone a question, take
the time to listen. It might take
more than the standard thirty
seconds, but you never know,
you might actually find yourself
richer for the experience.

inalienable
and
universal.
As Amnesty International
has stated, this is a violation
against the international law of
torture, a violation against the
International Convention on
the Rights of the Child, and
above and beyond anything
else, a violation of the most
basic of human rights.
Torturous and inhumane
acts absolutely cannot be justified in the name of religion or
culture. Nor should it be
viewed an imposition should a
country such as our own
attempt to bring awareness to

taken advantage of repeatedly
and is now about to be brutally
punished. In a situation where
an individual is stripped of
every right and dignity, we
have a responsibility to declare
it inhumane. What kind of society would we be if we simply
allowed this to happen, for fear
of appearing ethnocentric?
Imagine the uproar if the
Canadian federal government
were to make pre-marital sex
leading to pregnancy a crime
punishable by public flogging.
Perhaps you may feel that it
is irresponsible for me to make
this comparison as Canada and
Nigeria are such vastly different
countries. This is irrelevant.
Human rights are inalienable
and universal. They must be
viewed paramount before any
and all religious or domestic
laws.
What Nigeria has declared
"just" punishment for Bariya
Magazu is a complete violation
of every one of her rights as a
human being. The horror of
that realization should have
enough power to transcend any
specific religion or culture.
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CUSTOM NEUTRON COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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ofquality Star Tech.com products in stock.

complete

Here are a few examples:

line of network cables

StarTech.com network cables are high quality,fully tested cables abailable in a variety oflengths and colours.
cross-wired network cables are available in many colours and lengths. Prices range from Ift

Everyone has

something to
offer, and' you
have something
to offer
everyone else.

Human
rights are

the fact that punishments such
as these are unacceptable.
This young woman has been

A Starload of Computer Resources

Jordan Hofstetter

accepted, but different, methods of treating this complacency. First, you could choose to
completely ignore the majority
of people that you come into
contact with; by this, I mean to
suggest that you remove yourself from those interactions or
situations you cannot squeeze
any immediate benefit from.
The other option is to continue
to stroll along the path of the
pretentious, asking questions
that necessitate a genuine interest to achieve
the purpose for
which
they
were originally
created.
It was here that
I was going to

the editor of the Toronto Star
stated that by lodging a complaint to Nigeria the Canadian
government was attempting to
impose a Westernized view of
justice on Islamic regimes.
This young girl has been
sold by her own father, raped
by numerous men, impregnated, and sentenced to be publicly flogged.

Nigerian

awful lot of corporate advertising to pay for this latest snap
purchasing decision. Perhaps by
the time the unit is finally paid
off, the so-called "WLUSU profit centres" will have generated
enough profit to eliminate such
peculiarities as the mandatory
"Student Union Building Fee"
and the equally asinine-sounding "Enhancement of Student
Life Levy". Incidentally, I can
see my future Bachelor of
Science degree in computing
will sure come in handy if I can
swing a job at a high-tech firm
that manufactures top-of-theline monitors sold to over-zealr'-^sBl»v'
ous university student organizations, instead of their intended
target of large corporations, television studios, and extremely
wealthy private individuals.
Kitchener's CKCO-TV can't
even afford (or justify purchasing) such a screen, and neither
can "deep pocketed" cable TV
conglomerate
Rogers
Communications Inc., so what
gives?! Don't get me wrong, it's
a great aesthetic addition to the
Concourse, looks really cool,
and probably gives us massive
"bragging rights", but $15,000
could have done a lot more for
the school than just provide
pretty pictures and HDTV entertainment to pedestrians.
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Superior performance at a gnat price. Whether networking
your home or business, we have the equipmentfor you.

complete cooling solutions are just
whatyou need to keep your computer cool
and running flawlessly.
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Power Supply Fans:
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Ethernet Adapters
10 Mbps ISA with Rj-45 Connector
10 Mbps PCI with RJ-45 Connector
10 Mbps USB with RJ-45 Connector
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$42.99.

'Port PCI USB Expansion Card is
idealfor ad/ling USB capabilities to older
PCI-bus computers, or adding extra USB
ports to a new computer. It allows you to
connect a variety of USB devices to your
PC, such as scanners, game controllers,
Recommendedfor use with Windows 9° or 2000

Heatsmk andfansfor:
486processors
Pentium 100+, AMD K6, and Cyrix Processors
Socket Celeron and Pentium M Processors
Pentium Pro Processors
Heatsmk compound to improve beatflow
between processor and heatsmk
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Active USB Extension Cable A-A M/F Extend your USB devices past the 15 Ft. limit! The
-

hardest thing to work around when it comes to laying out a workspace is the distance ofyour cables.
Starlech.com solves this problem with its new 15ft. USB cabling. You can expand evenfurther up to 80
a
ft. by daisy chaining mtdtiple extender cables together if you need to.
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The search for housing
MANTRAN
Anyone looking for a place to
live yet? Well, whether you are
currently in your first, second,
th1rd, or fourth year, but plannir~ •o return ... you should be
awdn o what you are gettmg
yourc;elf into.
Th1 a•t1cle will introd..Jc P
you to the Housmg Off ce and
their c;ervices, suggestiors or.
where to begin your search, and
examples of what to avoid
when looking for a place with a
personal analogy.
As well, there's some advice
on choosing roommates, what
to do if you are unsure about
your lease, the option to apply
for a room in residence and,
lastly, whom to contact if you
have any further questions.
For those who do not already
know, the Housing Office at
Laurier is located in the basement of MacDonald House.
The following is
just a quick run
down of the
services that the
Housing Office
provides.
It has offcampus housing
listings,
which
are
available 8 am
to 8 pm every
day, it offers
advice and counseling (their
office hours are Monday from
Friday 8:30 am to 4:30 pm),
there are telephones available
for free local calls, an information package, and other housing
information.
If you drop by
the office, you can pick up
paper copies of the· off-campus
housing list, maps of the city,
sublet agreement forms and bus
route maps free of charge.
There are lots of informative
brochures that can help you
deal with eviction, fighting an
eviction notice, rent increases,
maintenance and repairs, what
tenants need to know, available
free of charge.
The web site and general
information package include
tips on where to start your
search, rent you should be willing to pay in K-W, certain tnings
to look for during inspection.
As well it has your legal rights
as a tenant, landlord rules,
things to be aware of, enforcing
your rights, and where to go for
help.
Wade McGhee, one of the
Housing Office Assistants, suggests students begin their search
by looking at the listings in the
Housing Office or by going to
the University of Waterloo's
Housing office for
more
options. If you still have no
luck, you can refer to the classified sections of local newspapers, surf the web, browse the
real estate news for their listings, or walk around the neigh-

borhood searching for "For
Rent" signs.
He thinks students should
not rush when looking for a
place and said the following
"an early bird gets a sraft." He
is referrmp to students who
"lak dll 1pul 1 a 1
a p dce to IIV( bd" d or tht
r
I
l1stin and r
lookIng dround. As rt>sult, t ey are
st..Jck w th a pldce •hat b not a
prornis"ng as they had ong r >lly
thought (or had been led to
believe!). Remember to look
around and keep all your
options open.
So, what can you do to avoid
making a rushed decision? YoLJ
can simply wait.
"The majority of landlords
list in February, but others list
throughout the summer," said
McGhee.
If you would rather not wait
until the end of the school term,
rest assured that the official Fall
2000 housing list
will be out on
Monday,
February 12th.
There
are
things you should
keep in mind
when looking for
people to live
with.
For
instance, it's not
always the best
idea to live with
your best friends or your
boyfriend or girlfriend. When
you Iive with someone, you
start to see their every quirk and
habit and tend to forget about
their 'better side'.
However, don't get the impression that you're going to .sail
smoothly
with
complete
strangers either. There is always
something that will bother you
or them, it's just a matter of the
degree and I think it's normal
until it gets out of hand. All in
all, it's about taking a risk each
time you live with others.
Nonetheless, you can make the
call of who you want to try living with, but it also depends on
the other person(s).
If you are like most students,
you do not have any prior
knowledge of law and/or the
legal implications that can arise
from signing your name to a
lease. Thus, before signing it,
you might want to have it
looked over by the Student
Legal Resources Center which
· can be reached at 884-0710
ext. 3440.
Do you want to live in residence again or for the first time,
but you aren't entering first
year?
"Well, there are twenty-four
rooms allotted to senior students," said Wade.
While the chances may seem
rare and there are no guarantees
that you get a room upon applying, you can still give. it a shot!
You'll never know until you try.

It's not always
the best idea to
live with your
best friends or
boyfriend or
girlfriend.

WEDNESDAY· JANUARY 17 · 2001

ThL~

could be your place! Get on it! No, wait- keep your options open! Oh the confusion, the confusion ...

If you have any questions or
concerns abo4t housing, you
can call Fran Pqrry, the Housing
Officer at 884-0710 ext. 3218,
Wade McGhee at ext. 3746, or
Cheryl Sage, the other Housing

Office Assistant at ext. 3236.
You may also want to go to
http://www.wlu.ca/-wwwhouse/offcampus/ocindex.shtml
or visit the Housing Office in
person.

For the most up-to-date
information, McGhee recommends that students visit the
Housing Office personally
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marriages still come into conwith the federal and
dal definition of mar~

filet

have of a public
homosexual
ere
also Ia
in Chinese on homosexual
a widely read writer of his
time, is one major
addressing the tgpic
ber of his works.
In one story the Qing qi ji
[Chronicle of Extraordi
love]. Li Yu sets the story in
Fyjian and says it conce(n$ two
men who become "husband
and wife" (fufu).
The societal context
which gay marriages take p
has cha
It is societal
struction
hat is ac<::epttat>te 1
and what is taboo that
gay marriage such a Colntrc>vel·- 1
sy today. The act of gay m
riage wi II not change, but
(>ty can ..md tS slowly changing.
lonr term homosexual relatrooshtps are not a modern phenomE>na. Yet the steps taken by
the gay couples in Toront.Q and
across $fie world through
churc~s, private ceremonies,
I
tun~s and courts are
i
ative of a new chapter in
modern history in which u
essary sodetal taboos
overcome for the sake of
only
liber,ties but
happiness.
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with Number's new 12-month post-graduate program in
Public administrators work across all levels of local, provincial,
regional and federal governments. Humber College's program
gives university graduates the knowledge and skills necessary
to manage the considerable human, physical and financial
resources of the public sector.
Call (416) 675-6522, ext 3206,
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Gavin the gora: a diary
A WLU student's experience interning in India
garbage bins for food I know
dogs do that anyways, but this
time it is not just for fun.

GAVIN GRAHAM

-

This past winter; Laurier student Gavin Graham spent two
and a half months on an internship in India.
The following is a sampling of
his thoughts and experiences
abroad:

I

know that to many of you who
may be reading this, India is not
that big of a deal. Somewhere in
the past, your family may have
immigrated to Canada and
since then trips have been made
back. Not me. I come from a
typical WASP suburban home
and my travels up until now
have consisted of hockey tournaments I was a sheltered little
kid. There's nothing in my past
that could have prepared me for
the 10 weeks I spent living and
working in what proved to be
the antithesis of Canada. At
least that's what I thought when
I stepped on the plane to leave
-

Toronto.

landed a job over the summer, which I applied to as a
joke; never actually thinking
they would hire me. The posting
made it clear that travel would
be involved and it was with an
established internet company so
I figured it was worth a shot all
I was losing was the time spent
emailing my resume. A week
later and I had registered as a
part-time student and was planning to take a year off of school.
A couple of months after that
and I find out that I'm booked
on a flight to India the next
week...My pre-flight preparations consisted of buying a copy
of the Lonely Planet Guide to
India thinking it would give me
some insight into what I could
!

-

expect.

Revelation #1
Lonely Planet
written
guidebooks are
for rich
Europeans who want to "discover" a country by staying in
4-star hotels and avoiding local
haunts (but they have lots of
pretty pictures).
I had heard before I left that
you can tell how your stay will
be based on the first two hours,
which I am hoping is not true.
Lost luggage (sorry
misplaced
according to KLM) and a 5-hour
drive from the airport to my
-

-

apartment in Pune (about 150
Km SE of Mumbai).

Apparently drivers in India
have no fear and no concept of
order. They weave in and out of
traffic and lanes are just a suggestion. ! also got my first taste
of what poverty means as hundreds of people line the streets
to sleep. Stray dogs run everywhere and dig through the
WEDNESDAY
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My apartment was not quite
as expected or described by my
Indian
coworkers.A
"fully
equipped kitchen" means a hot
plate, a glass and a fork and I
had the shit scared out of me by
the sight of my first squat toilet.
Luckily there was a real bowl in
another bathroom.
My experience working is
not one I really want to share.
Let us just say that most did not
take too well to a Western kid
coming over and restructuring
their office and business practices. I was warmly received for
about 37 minutes. The less said
about my job, the better.
Outside the office was better
than I ever expected it to be,
and if you have a little money to
spend then life isn't that much
different.

GAVIN

An example of one of the types of homes Gavin saw for the first time

She was 22, had lived in Pune
for a while and introduced me
to her circle of friends.
I was relieved to find that the
hatred for me was confined to
management within the office.
Most nights were spent in my
apartment drinking and smoking with these guys or hitting
some of the pubs in town.
Pubs were amazing every
1-2 table's had their own waiter
and drinks were pretty cheap
(about $2). Thousand Oaks was
our choice to prime before
heading out to the clubs or

Revelation #2
A Maharaja
Mac is a Big Mac minus the
beef. When made with mutton
it still tastes exactly like a Big
Mac from King and Columbia.
Strawberry milkshakes make me
-

happy.
Speaking of McDonald's, I
cannot write this and not comment on the advertising practises of North American firms
here. Forgive the rant that follows, but it something that disturbed me.
There are pictures of bright
faces drinking Pepsi, smoking
Marlboros or sporting the
newest pair of Tommy Hilfiger
khakis looking down on the
shantytowns from their respective billboards. All of these faces
are either white or fair-skinned
as light skin is an indicator of
wealth and beauty. As I withdrew some Rupees from the
local ATM, I felt the stares of
locals in awe of my presence
simply because of my skin
colour.
I travel through a shantytown
on my daily commute to work.
Hundreds line the streets and
use the boulevard as their beds.
And it is impossible to move
about here without being
required to slow for the swarms
of children, hands held out for
whatever my rich pockets can
spare. But looking at them, they
are not children. There is no
innocence present in their lives.
Their eyes are hollow and
empty, they can see me but
they're looking right through
me, oblivious to their surroundings. Yet as my eyes move up
from theirs I see Tiger Woods
taunting them with his new line
of golf shirts.
While it can be argued that
these people know no different

JANUARY 17 2001
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raves (which were outdoors?);
of course the first night I went to
Thousand Oaks I was welcomed by the Dj with Pretty Fly
(For a White Guy) and Born in
the USA but it was all in fun.

Revelation #3
Even though
the bottle may say its real
Scotch, doesn't mean it is.
You'd think the picture of a bagpiper sporting a turban would
have tipped me off, but no.
Leaving India was bittersweet. I was homesick as hell
and happy to leave the office
but I had made some great
friends and had not had the
opportunity to explore the
-

GRAHM

GAVIN
Here is Gavin enjoying a delicious meal while on his travels

from the conditions in which
they live and therefore are
happy in their own right, these
advertisements only show that
there are some things in life they
can never hope to obtain and
thus serve only to antagonize
their condition.
On a much4;inder note, ever
see traffic stop for a heard of

with brightly painted
horns? Neither had I until now.
Livestock of ali kinds roam the
streets looking for places to
graze with no human leading
them. Goats always seemed to
have a little girl running after
them, but that was it.
The one blessing in my office
was a co-worker named Laxmi.
cows

country.
Going

back would be
incredible provided that I did
not have to work. All my time
would be for backpacking but at
the same time, I'm so happy to
be home in Canada. It also
sucks that I'm confined to a
word limit here since I really do
have a ton of small stories that
would give you a better feel for
my stay, but hopefully this gave
you a taste.

If you have any travel stories
from your exchange, do what
Gavin did call us.
-

Jj
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watch
ISRAEL

Peace negotiations have been
postponed due to the fact that a
Jewish settler was found slain
near the Gaza Strip. The body of
a 32-year -old man was found
in a orange grove near the Kfar
Yam Settlement early in the
week. In retaliation, a group of
settlers went on a rampage in a

nearby Palestinian village. The
settlers significantly damaged
property and shot towards
homes; however no injuries
were reported.
The Israeli army said it
would discipline soldiers who
shot a Vatican car in the West
Bank and killed a Palestinian
woman in two separate incidents. The army performed an
internal investigation into the
death of a 20 year old women
who was shot and killed while
driving on her way home from
university in the West Bank. The
investigation found a commander of an army platoon had
violated orders by opening fire
on the woman.
In a separate incident, two
priests from the Roman Catholic
Church were shot at while driving from Nazareth to visit a sick
colleague in a village in the
West Bank. The men were driving in a car with diplomatic
plates and flying the Vatican
flag. No one was hurt in the

incident.
UNITED STATES

The inauguration of George W.
Bush will see more security than
any other presidents' in history.
Those attending the ceremony
will have to deal with metal
detectors, bomb-sniffing dogs,
mandatory searches and armed
checkpoints during the parade.
Three levels of law enforcements will be participating in
the venture. They will be joined
with Secret Service agents,
sharp shooters and armed forces
who will be deployed through
out Washington's Capitol Hill.

Authorities are expecting
about half a million observers
and tens of thousands of protestors. The groups that are expected to protest will be against the
election process which led to
Bush's victory and anti-corporate groups.
FRANCE
Fears are running through out

Europe that

armour-piercing

ammunition that was used in
the Balkans may cause cancer.
The ammunition, which contains depleted uranium, has
been accused of leading to
camcer in soldiers that served in
the area.
Depleted uranium is a slightly radioactive metal is used in
certain types of ammunition
because it has the abiltity to
pierce protective armour. The

their custody and has threatened to get the FBI involved.
HONG KONG

Approximately 1200 members
of the Falun Gong, a religious
sect, met in a concert hall in
Hong Kong. The group met to
discuss experiences and give
their opinions about the measures China has taken in an
attempt to crackdown on their
spiritual movement. The group,
has been banned in China since
1999. Although the meeting
proceeded without incident,
several members of the group
were later detained in the airport.

A group of people who have been left homeless by the quake wait for food
EL SALVADOR
slowing down of the rescue

The death toll is quickly rising
after the devestating earthquake
in San Salvador. The bodies of
hundreds were found in the
hours after the 7.6 quake. More
than 660 after shocks, the
largest measuring a 5.6 on the
Richter scale have led to the

United States fired this type of
ammunition in Bosnia in 1994
and 1995. NATO also used similar weapons in air strikes in

Yugoslavia.
However both the German

OUR NEW YEAR'S PRESENT TO YOU!!

and the French
Defence
have
said
that
Ministers
they
have found no connection
between depleted uranium and
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cancer.
UNITED KINGDOM

trans-Atlantic custody is
under over the future of a set of
six month twin American girls.
The girls were adopted twice by
two different couples, one in
California and the other in
Wales. The babies were first
given to the American couple
who paid about ten thousand
dollars to the birth mother and a
baby broker. The girls were than
'kidnapped' by the birth mother
and then sold to the Welsh couple. The Welsh couple did not
take the general route to adoption that is set out in the United
Kingdom. The Welsh couple
currently has custody of the
twins; however, the American
couple wants the girls back in
A

Contact us for more details
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WHY WEIGHT?! WORKSHOP
Reach your goals now!!!
Join this educational and interactive workshop series designed to
help students develop a personal action plan for eating and
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opperation. The majority of
people who were reported dead
and missing were vicitms of the
enormous landslides.
Several nations, including
the United States, Mexico,
Columbia and Canada, have
sent some sort of aid.

Marilyn Perdue, MSW
WLU Counselling Services

III"

International Marketing Program
can put the global business community within your reach.
Learn with industry practitioners. Gain insights into the European
market, the culture and business environment throughout Latin America,
the Asia Pacific nations, and the world. Get hands-on experience with
valuable field placements. All in just eight months.
HUM BER
Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3226,
The
Business School
or fax (416) 252-7573.

Begins:
Time:
Length:
Place:

Tuesday, February 6, 2001
3:30 5:00 p.m.
4 sessions
Green Room, Student Services Building,
Lower Level
-
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For information and sign-up contact Counselling Services, ext. 2338.
Sponsored by Counselling Services and Women 's Campus Safety Committee
WEDNESDAY
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ASPARTAME
how sweet it isn't

Often touted as the answer to the anti-sugar crusade, aspartame is
everywhere. Yet many are now questioning it's benefits and suggesting it does more harm
.
,gpod.
LAURA GAEE]|iSiS"^-theß^Ke.

,»

The FDA commissioner at the time, Dr. Jerry
that they needed ,an internal comGoi
sumed aspartame, also called NutraSweeL which is
once absorbed. In the mittee of people not previously involved in asparan artificial sweetener present in over .6,0Q.Q food to the low rate
form formaldehyde" tame research to continue the study of aspartame
products in North America. Thereifeno getting body, methanol
1981, due to a
as it is %» FD4.approved%, t and formic acid; b%h of tnese metabolites are before its approval. However in
away from
Reagan
governunder
the
new
The suggested\maximum consumption of forced resignation
alternative to sugar. Qften, it isfjbe pteferrable
methanol for humans
choice of the two due t§ its
rng per day. A one-litre ment, Dr. Goian didn't get a chance to set up, furrie free sweetener. Its Ft) A
inclusion bottle ofaLspartame sweefenedjpop contains 56 mg ther aspartame research.
Soon after Dr. Goian's abdication,! Reagan
consumers can
it seerri of methanols Chronic
various
in
may
triyth is that "SijQtake as mucKas 250 nfc per day, 32 times the appointed Dr. Arthur Hull Hayes FDA commissionharmless...so what's
P I
aspartame is a very dangerous poison s|ld under E P\reco mm
jf er to quickly approve aspartame so it could be used
contain small in dry products such as cookies and pudding mix.
FriiilfNjljjices and
the guise of a 'healthy' Alternative ra
However, ¥ie Hayes had done no further research on aspartame's
North amounts%qf methanol
10,000 complaints have\been lodged
effects prior to its approvals-Two years later, in
methanol inWural produces never appears
Americans suffering from tepartame poisoning or
(as in
\
rathqfin conjunction with its T983, aspartame was grafted FDA approval for
'aspartame disease'.
Chemically, aspartame breaks aowftJ.nto harm--?, t counterpart ethanoLEthahol is the antidote for carbonated drinks.
Senator Howard Mitzenbaum was dissatisfied
ful toxins within the Inhuman
f methanol toxicity injiymans. Methanol present in
with
the rash manor of aspartame's approval by the
whatsoever.
and
contains
NutraSweet digests, it
wbpd,, alcohol). The
All this, and mftttno\only makes up 10% of FDA, and investigated the FDA approval records.
methanol (also known
Mitzenbaum's concerns were taken to the Senate
released liquid causes the methyKgr6ifp 4a>4§p^£! aspartame/"
tame to react with the chymotrypsin enz}/me withIT he other 90% of aspartame is made up of for public hearings in 1987, but nothing was done.
in humans. Free methanol is created from aspar-~ phenylalanine and aspartic acid. Phenylalanine No further testing was required for aspartame, and
tame when heated above 30 C/ 86 F. This occurs in
and aspartic acid are both amino acids'normally it remained FDA approved.
Senate's failure to call off NutraSweet's FDA
heated food products as well as within humans, as us|d in synthesis of protoplasm within the body,
other
8
1
approval was no accident. At the time of the public
the body temperature is:r|98.6 F. Methanol is /fiqwever, when unaccompanied by the
absorbed as free methanoj, the only difference, amino acids we use, both are neurotoxic. This is hearings, the company who owned the rights to
The rapidly /wjhy aspartame products have a warning for aspartame, Searle, had made at least 10, 000$ in
being an increased rate
absorbed free methanol gbes on to convert into/
J|e 2% of the population who contributions to Senators involved in keeping
formic acid and formaldehyde within the body.
Sre extremely sensitive to phenylalanine when not
aspartame ofi the market. Several federal officials
regarding possible ties to
the
amino
acids.
were
by
other 19,
Formaldehyde, a knowr} human carcinogen,
tumorigen and neurotoxin, Which can complicate § The introduction of aspartame as a sweetener in Searle. Searle makes millions of dollars every year
had a vested interest in mainthe most basic components !of the body's cycles, jf food goes back many years. Jn 1975 FDA approval from
such as DNA replication. Formaldehyde also caus-i was put on hold so that aspartame could be tain ingJslutrSSweet's popularity among consumers.
Four years after FDA approval was granted for use
es eye tissue damage (especially to the retina) arig researched. An aspartame board of inquiry was put
birth defects. Formaldehyde, is more commonly together to study its effects, and by 1980 the team in pop, another aspartame study funded by Searle
used as embalming solution|or preservative, anp came to the unanimous:decision that aspartame was conducted. Performed at Duke University
yet is one of the known breakdown product|J)f should not go onto the market. Dr. Vernon Young, Medical Center, the study concluded that asparthe only surviving member of the aspartame board tame is completely safe. It was stated in a report on
such a commonly consunjgd
?of
of inquiry, said that they were unable to say the study that aspartame is, safe, but that a few
Formic acid, an accompany!
whether or not aspartame was safe for consumption select people experience 'allergic' reactions to it.
methanol is commonly us'&dHo
and recommended further research.
Monsanto, the company who now owns Searle and
urethane coatings and is quite toxic.
states that
methanol
cumulative poison due

EPA^sfssiTi !
methanol

con-
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Over 10 000 complaints have been lodged by North Americans suffering from
aspertame poisoning or aspertame disease'.

13

F
Hr some point in your life p have consumed aspartame.
Is toxic brew is present in over 6,000 products in North fimerica.

the rights to aspartame, defends aspartame's reputation on their website by
saying: "Aspartame has been studied extensively, with approximately 200
studies conducted in humans and animals the safety of aspartame is wellestablished."
The Monsanto website links to the American Diabetes Association and
the Multiple Sclerosis Foundation pages. Both groups have published articles in support of aspartame, although Monsanto's large financial donations
to the non-profit organizations are never mentioned.
There is a link between aspartame's ingredients and the symptoms
reported by over 10,000 North Americans to the FDA. The number of complaints is so great that the American Department of Health and Human
Services has compiled a list of 92 symptoms of 'aspartame disease' which
have been reported by the public. The most reported symptoms include
headaches, seizures/convulsions, dizziness, nausea, mood changes, stomach pain, fatigue and problems with eyesight. Information on methanol poisoning (usually as simple as exceeding the recommended limit of 7.8
mg/day) states that the most common symptoms include headache,
seizures/convulsions, dizziness, nausea, mood changes, stomach pain,
fatigue, problems with eyesight and damage to the central nervous system.
Coincidence? You decide.
Don't be fooled by clever marketing; aspartame is sold under many
names. Consuming NutraSweet, Equal, Sweet N Low or Spoonful is all the
same thing: aspartame. As for the time being, the FDA has no plans to further investigate aspartame's safety for human consumption. Do you want to
be the test subject for such a controversial susbstance?
|clockwise from far left | This young man takes a sip from a cool, refreshing diet cola. Soon
after, he realizes that it contains aspartame. Once he is on the ground it is too late. He Is suffering from nausea and stomach pains, well on his way to a slow painful death.

The most reported symptoms of aspartame poisoning are headaclies.
seizures, convulsions, dizziness, nausea, mood changes, stomach pain.
fatigue and problems uiith eyesight.
CORRECTION: Last

week's Feature contained a copy of a WLU Security report. The original report was dated January 5, 1990.
WEDNESDAY
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ANTHONY IANTORNO

before a solid basis for our
Coming back for my final
future employment can be year of school was no better
Anthony lantorno is a fourth-year gained. But where does creativthan my final work term. After
Business student who just returned
ity and the development of new changing my schedule twice to
from his final co-op term in Toronto. ideas come into play in our eduaccommodate conflicts, I was
The following is his perspective on cation? Even though the busisuddenly required to take three
his four years in the Laurier Business ness world is based on the surnight classes in order to get the
program:
vival of the fittest, I believe that classes I wanted. After spending
a more ethical and individual
three years taking classes which
the
2000
During
spring
school approach should be incorporatI had absolutely no interest in, I
term, the topic of homosocial ed into the classroom, so as not believed that in my last year I
reproduction was discussed in to mass-produce the "middle would have the freedom to take
one of my Business classes. For management" of the future.
business electives I was interestnon-business students, homosoAs for my co-op experience,
ed in, but I could not due to
cial reproduction is the process I don't believe that it lived up to multiple scheduling conflicts.
within a corporation of cloning the expectations built up from
For me, this all started just
a management team in order to my first year. From what I have
after pre-registration. I had set
take on the same values and gathered, it is the norm for comup my schedule so that I had no
characteristics as their predepanies to promise autonomy, night classes, then I was
cessors. After the lecture, I
creativity, responsibility and informed that the time slots for
the
term.
began pondering
I team integration to their co-op two of my classes were changed
found it a particularly intereststudents, when in actual fact, to evening slots. Obviously Anthony shows his frustration caused by the 'business' of things.
term
to use in describing my we are just treated as students.
ing
upset with this scheduling
that do not really reflect our
term. Once again, I juggled my
A thin veil is often pulled over change, I called the school to
experience in the Business proschedule in order to accommointerests.
gram at Laurier.
our eyes when being thrust into find out the reason for these two
Funny, I thought it would
date this course, as it was the
So what are students being a company for a 4-month work changes. What I found out was
one course I was really enthusionly get better, but I guess not.
programmed to think, feel, and term. This veil is laced with that the professors preferred
astic to take this year. When I
Course offerings to co-op stustrive for? The answer, for the false promises and securities, teaching in the evening. Does
arrived
class
for
the
first
lecdents are already smaller than
in
most part, is a white-collared,
and flawed job descriptions. this make sense? Over twenty
those for regular stream stuture, I was informed that regismiddle-management lifestyle Corporate CULTure and cloudstudents had to rearrange their
tration numbers were not high
dents. Due to this, we are left to
filled with increasing profit mared thinking by middle-manageschedules, and consequently
to run the class. Since
take
classes just for the sake of
enough
gins and sales at the expense of ment can be hard to deal with their lives, in order to accomthis increasingly 'consumeristic' for some students. Although the modate the schedule of one every student had dropped finishing our degree on time,
other classes to take this class, and many of these classes offer
society. Benchmarking, piggyco-op experience looks really teacher. This really doesn't
several of us had to scramble to no value to our futures.
backing and progressing at the good on my resume, the hassles make sense to me.
find open classes fitting our
Is this fair? Not really, but I
cost of others are all considered
of moving every four months
What flabbergasted me even
schedules and interests. This guess it's a sacrifice many of us
to be acceptable ways of skimand producing high quality more was the fact that halfway
ming through school and life at work for a company that doesn't through my work term, I was a hard task to accomplish have to make for a quality education with a little bit of work
Laurier. In university, there is a even take me seriously is not my received an e-mail stating that since most courses had been
lot of theory to be learned and a idea of a valuable learning an E-commerce marketing closed. As a result, many of us experience.
have been left with schedules
lot of memorization to be done experience.
course would be offered this

An Overview of Outlook 2001
Forecasting the Future: Canada's Economy
The loonie will also rebound to

JORDAN FURNESS

72 cents.

Amidst the doom and gloom
the
North
surrounding
American economy came a ray
of hope last Tuesday night as a
economist
told
respected
Waterloo area business leaders
that Canada will forge ahead
with growth greater than that of
our stumbling neighbours to the
south.
The optimistic forecast by
Chief
Atkinson,
Lloyd
Economist
at
Perigee
Investment Counsel Inc., was
the centrepiece of Outlook
2001: Forecasting Canada's
Economy, organized by Laurier
professor Alex Murray.
Among
the
highlights:
Canada's economy will grow by
almost four percent in 2001,
down from an estimated 5% in
2000, but higher than 3-3.5%
expected in the United States.
Interest rates will fall significantly, in addition to the 0.5% cut
announced earlier this year.
Federal and provincial governments will be awash in surpluses, greater than expectations, leading to further tax cuts
and increased fiscal spending.
WEDNESDAY
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The prediction that brought
the greatest reaction, however,
was Atkinson's belief that the
TSE will bring a return of 35%
The roller coaster
in 2001.
stock exchange currently sits
only three percent higher than it
did on January 1, 2000.
Atkinson
proceeded to
his
rationale
for the
explain
bold predictions. Essentially,
his short and long term predictions were founded on two elements. Firstly, the technology
sector is responsible for continued growth in productivity,
which Atkinson claims is key to
the wealth of
increasing
Canadians. The second factor is
a relatively calm inflation environment and the commitment
to keep it under 3%.
While some people refer to
the technology sector as the
"new economy", Atkinson
called that "bunk", saying that in
order for the tech sector to survive non-tech companies must
adopt their discoveries.
In many cases, this is already
happening. Technology has
slashed global transportation
2001

m

inventory levels, and
destroyed and created entire job
categories. Inventory management, using processes such as
JIT, have allowed companies to
become much more flexible
through ups and downs.
Today, increases in inventories due to economic slowdowns are a fraction of what
they used to be. The transforcosts,

"Canada's
economy will
grow by almost

4% in 2001."

mation of labour has been even
more dramatic with the intro-

duction of robots and expansion
of the services sector. Atkinson
pointed out that while the technology rich United States has
been the greatest destroyer of
jobs over the past number of
years, The U.S. has also been
the greatest creator of jobs.
Now, during economic slowdowns, robots are idled, instead

of humans.

The second speaker of the
evening was Murray, who presented his recently completed
report on Business Confidence
aside. While Atkinson didn't go within Canada's Technology
so far as to sound the death Triangle (CTT) which includes
Waterloo,
knell, he said that the newfound Kitchener,
ability of companies to react far Cambridge, Guelph and the surearlier to economic slowdowns rounding area.
will greatly flatten the business
The final speakers of the
cycle's characteristic sharp flucnight were Erin Lemon and Alan
tuations.
Majer from Digital 4Sight, a
Atkinson also spoke about research and consulting compahow monetary policy has ny who discussed the developevolved
dramatically and ment of the Hypernet.
instead of causing or aggravatThe Hypernet describes the
ing recessions, central banks expansion of the Internet from a
now know how to prevent the wired to wireless environment
hard landings that have fol- along with tremendous vertical
lowed so many economic integration. The Hypernet will
booms.
expand its reach through the
Atkinson also cited fiscal use of hand held devices, such
expansion, which has just as the Blackberry from RIM, and
begun in Canada, as another cell phones, while greatly
significant element that will offexpanding the breadth of servicset the recent shrinkage in the
es that it can perform.
economy.
So do not jump off the TSE
An
excellent
just
speaker,
yet, and hold off on getting
Atkinson closed off with the folthat next loan for a little while.
lowing remark, "There is an Canada's technology triangle is
80% chance that the TSE will riding a wave of cautious optigrow by at least 30% in 2001 mism as it sets up to help lead
and a 20% chance I know what Canada to the front of the pack
I'm talking about!"
in 2001.
As a result, the business
cycle, a cornerstone of business
111 classes, may soon be cast
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Business Bites

MARTIN IS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT THE
CANADIAN ECONOMY

TSE TO TRADE IN PENNIES

MAPLE LEAF BUYS SCHNEIDER PORK
PLANTS

OPEC CUTS BACK ON OIL SUPPLY

Fianace minister Paul Martin is confident
that Canada is in a good position to
weather any downturn in the U.S. economy. He makes this statement on the
grounds that Canada's economy is no
longer dependent on exporting raw
materials. Martin also said that the
income tax cuts that came into effect on
Jan. 1 will aid in stimulating the
Canadian economy.

As of Jan. 15, the TSE will expand trade
in pennies. Investors will know the value
of their trades down to the last cent. The
TSE already allows trading in pennies for
shares under $5, but starting on Jan. 29 it
will spread to all stocks.- This replaces
the previous system where shares are
traded in 5 cent increments. The move
comes as the NYSE moves to decimalization. The NYSE will complete a
switch to cents from its current practice
of fractions on Jan. 29.

Maple Leaf paid $44M for Schneider's
Manitoba operations. The $44M acquisition involves two plants. This has raised
concerns about possible future job cuts
since the plants employ about 600 people. Schneider will continue to have a
presence in the region with its one-third
in
of Mitchell's Gourmet Foods
Saskatoon. As part of the deal, Schneider
will buy Maple Leaf's interest in
National Meats Inc., a Toronto based
joint venture that processes pork and
beef.

Early this week, OPEC planned for a substantial reduction in the World's oil supplies. Saudi Arabia, OPEC's leading
member, stated that countries would cut
production by just over 5 per cent. This
is an expected reduction of 1.5 million
barrels a day for each conutry according
to Saudi Oil Minister Ali al-Naimi. The
expected reduction would bring official
production limits for 10 OPEC member
dowm to 25.2mi11i0n barrels daily.
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The Bubble Battle
What's with the Bubble Tea rage?

FOUR CORD STAFF

Life
can
be
confusing.
Capitalism, and its increasing
illusion of choice can sometimes be more overwhelming
than a double stuffed Oreo.
Choosing a quiet venue for a
night of socializing is virtually
no different, especially given
the fact that Waterloo seems to
be particularly saturated with
the cafe sort. A good cafe is difficult to find nowadays, because
lets face it, Tim Hortons and
Williams just don't cut it anymore when it comes to laying
back with a little flavour. Don't
fret though! "Staight Outta
Chinatown" comes a new chilling experience
The Bubble
Tea Shop.
Filled with crazy dumplings,
milky fruit teas, and bugged out
ambience- the bubble tea shop
is the perfect alternative to the
doldrums of a typical western
cafe. One problem however,
there's two of them in Waterloo!
Both shops (Timeless Cafe and
Sweat Dreams Tea Shoppe) are
located in the crazy plaza by
Waterloo University along with
McGuiness and Mongolian
Grill.
We here at the Cord want to
make it easier for you, the consumer, in choosing a setting
quiet night in. Thus, four of our
best employees have expertly
tested both shops and pitted
them in a BATTLE ROYALE OF
TEA SUPREMACY.
Each of our expert panelists
decided upon a drink that they
would try at both shops. An
order of dumplings and crazy
toast were also ordered from
both shops and split between
the four panelists. Other items
taken into account for evaluation were selection, quality,
presentation, price, and music.
Scott's rating also included the
waitresses' response to his constant flirtation, but this is mostly
because he's an ass.
-

Timeless Cafe
Scott
I've only been here
once before, and the previous
engagement was plagued by a
bad game of connect four, and
the awkwardness inherent in
going anywhere with an ex-girlfriend. This occasion was in far
-

better company, and coupled
with a spirited game of Jenga to
boot. Jenga, unbeknownst to
me, is THE GREATEST GAME
EVER. I lost though. The waitress advised me to take out a
certain brick, to which I replied,
"wow, that's a deathtrap lady."
Sure enough, I was right.
My drink, a strawberry black
tea without bubbles, was much
akin to drinking the Body Shop
in a cup. Stay away from the
strawberry tea, unless you enjoy
perfume with sugar. The shop
from the inside looked like a
warehouse with bad contemporary design. The price was fair,
but the music was thugged out
and substandard. I was hoping
they'd at least play M.O.P.'s
"Ante Up" to redeem themselves... but... they didn't.
Luke Timeless is the newcomer in the Waterloo bubble tea
world and they have decided to
take a sterile approach to the
presentation of the food and
atmosphere. The only life emanating from the tea shop came
from the disorderly birthday
party at the table next to us. If I
wanted a campus bar, I would
have gone to one. My drink for
this occasion was the passion
fruit green tea, served cold with
coconut jelly. It took about
three or four "waitress-confirmations" until she was able to
comprehend what I ordered. To
give Timeless credit, my passion
fruit tea was a reasonable cost
and had a refreshing taste similar to tang on a hot summer day.
Asad On my previous visit to
Timeless, I had been less than
impressed but thought it
deserved another shot. The
highlight of the night was our
game of Jenga, which further
confirmed my manhood. With
brave and timely tugs, I came
out ahead. On one particularly
daring move, I commented, "If I
get this brick, I've obviously got
the biggest dick in the shop." I
got the brick 'nuff said...about
my wang at least. As far as my
tea went, it was wack at best.
There was no flavour to my
Coconut and Red Bean hot milk
tea except for the fresh tapioca
pearls, which tasted like boiled
raisins, which I guess are really
really boiled grapes. The music
was alright, but the space-age
-

-

-

Anthony lantorno and Scott Claims partake in some forbidden pleasures.

decor and silver-everything
were depressing. And what's up
with assuming we don't know
how to use chopsticks?
Anthony
Although my first
visit to Timeless had not been
all that it was expected, for the
sake of the Bubble Tea Bonanza
I agreed to go along and offer
my bubble tasting expertise for
the night. Well, to say the least,
Timeless Cafe sucked ass!!!
Besides the fact that our waitress was of the sub standard,
non-tip deserving sort, my hot
coconut milk tea was cold and
watery, and the music was
played out. In general, the
ambience of Timeless was just
not for me. I have to say, I grew
out of the whole 4th grade
Chucky Cheese birthday party
bash atmosphere, when I was in
grade 12. Besides that, I was
quite offended by the fact that it
was just assumed that we were
all crackas and couldn't use
chopsticks.
-

Dumplings
Flavour
"A
extravaganza,
which, upon closer inspection,
was just really good soya sauce"
Scott
"Dumpling's aiight, but very
presumptuous. What if I didn't
want soya sauce?" Asad
"I'm sure Scott's ass tastes better
than this" Anthony
"All these flavours, but only one
kind of dumpling. Shame"
Luke
-

-

-

Toast
"Too much bread for the strawberry jam, man" Anthony
"Smells like a good danish. And
I've smelled some good danes
in my time." Scott
-

-
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Sweet Dreams
Scott Sweet Dreams was a far
more well rounded affair. The
ambience was warm, the music
was better (I think), and the
waitress was friendly (heehee). I
-

was a little "strawberried out"
from timeless, so I got a cold
watermelon milk tea with tapioca bubbles instead. Contrary to
popular belief, the bubbles are
not created from a Willy
Wonka-esque bubble machine.
Just a stove. Nonetheless, the
drink was reminiscent of a good
canter in a melon field with a
burlap sack full of sweet sweet
sugar. Yes my friend. Sweet
Dreams was way better.
Luke The steamy windows of
Sweet Dreams greeted us as we
entered the warm and fuzzy tea
shop. Board games and the
quiet murmurs of civilized conversation are a soothing sound
to contrast the echoing caverns
of Timeless. Candles and
incense add to the warmth of
the staff's friendliness and
superb service. Not feeling the
passion to order the same thing
once more, I decided to try the
leeche flavoured green tea. To
no surprise, my tea was superb.
Sweet Dreams, in my opinion
has won the battle of the bubbles.
Asad Sweet Dreams is smaller,
quieter, with a smaller selection
but the quality of product is far
-

-

•

"For some reason, I feel like I
just stuffed five pieces of whitebread down my throat"
Anthony; "In other words, it
feels like you just bit your own
ass." Asad
"I'd rather have the birthday
cake" Luke

-

superior. The decoration doesn't
blind you with it's metallic
mindset but invites you in with
warm lighting, an intimate setting and a nice, competent staff.
Yummy. Good. My tea, a stunning hot milky blend of red
bean and papaya, brought all
the subtleties of flavour and
aroma that one would demand
from bubble tea. It was so good
I offered it to my companions as
well
"Stick your straws in
here!"
Anthony What can I say about
Sweet Dreams other than that it
feels like a second home to me.
This is not only because of the
-

-

comfortable, more relaxed
atmosphere, but because the
Backstreet Boys were in full
effect, reminding me of my
roommates favorite morning
music selection. The tea at
Sweet Dreams was heaven in
comparison to the crap that I
received at Timeless. Being a
Bubble Tea connoisseur I must
say, Sweet Dreams has some of
the best Bubble tea in I have
ever had. If I wasn't already a
regular at the joint, I would definitely become one.
Dumplings
"That's
a
good Peking
dumpling" Scott
"So good. So f*cking good."
Asad
"I love giraffes" Luke
"That's some good sh*t, you
know what am sayin'"
Anthony
-

-

-

-

Toast
(in unison) "This is some fine
toast!" everyone
-

Decision

-

Sweet Dreams.
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A cover and some disappointments

BARB PARKER

The Peony Season, Manitoban
Mennonite
writer
Sarah
Klassen's latest book of short
stories with the beautiful cover
and title, proved to be a less
enchanting reading experience
than its appellation and appearance suggests. While it was not
thoroughly devoid of eloquence
or meaning, the collection was

in many ways a season of a
most disappointing nature.
Some of this disappointment
stems from the unfortunate
placement decision that resulted in two of the least compelling stories appearing at the
beginning of the book, a choice
that infects the reader's attitude
about the work as a whole from
square one. The first story, "The
School Cycle", glances into the

lives of many teenage hi gh
school students - in fact so
many that it is hard to keep
them all straight and to understand the exact relevance of
introducing so many characters
that seem to contribute little to
what appears to be Klassen's
ultimate aim in the story. The
story attempts to exp 1ore the
wdy literature affect~ young
people and works tc s 1ape their
Iives in ~-w·e fashion, n11t the
multitudE of troub E J teens
briefly described doesn t work
as effectively as perhaps fewer,
more detailed character sketches would have. The mess of
characters in this first work is
overwhelming - however it is
not indicative of the all of the
stories in the work, though
Klassen is in deed preoccupied
with the re lati onshi p between
students, teachers and literatu re
throughout this coll ection .
One of the more promising stories in the work, "Thursday,
Friday, Sunday" looks at the
troubled relationship between a
single mother and her teenage
daughter who has recently
taken to participating excessively in the usual rebellious adolescent acts. The strain in their
relationship is conveyed quite
well in the dialogue, and the
descriptions of the overall ten-

sian that stil l manages to retain
some traces of hope in their
home are interesting. The story
that the collection is named
after is the other story in the
work that I thought was somewhat
touching,
although
Klassen comes dangerously
close to indulging in too many
characters with litde to contribute once again in this story.
"fhe Peory Season" explores
how ne1g 1bours 111 a small comrrunity shc..n: lite in a simultaneously detached and intimate
way, and depicts the neighbourhood drawing together as one of
the younger members of their
community dies.
The settings vary considerably from story to story - several take place in Manitoba, but
Klassen also expands her focus
to include sto ries set in pl aces
like Zaire and Ukrai ne. Though
the settings are suffic iently
diverse, the situations are not.
As
previously
mentioned,
Klassen uses the idea of student/teacher relationships for
many of her stories, and while
the idea is an important one and
certainly one worth addressing
in literature, it becomes repetitive. Furthermore, the characters in many of these stories are
difficult to picture, for very'little
description about physical

traits, life ambitions or even particul ar passions are provided .
The emphasis seems to be more
on the situations than on the
characters, but the situations are
repetitive and are also wanting
in depth as a result of the somewhat flat characters.
To end things on a positiv·:
note, it is worth mentioning that
Klassen gives the reader acces.
to the everydcy life o
Mennonites in a feVv of her sto
ries, a topic that is rc t frequen,ly touched on and is interesting
to observe. Aside from glances
and explorations of the social
dynamics of the classroom,
expect to encounter a look at
the life of a family doing missionary work, a story about a
worn down woman turning to a
supposed ly divinely inspired
statu e, and a portra it of a man
trying to piece hi s broke n life
back together by tea ching (wh at
else?) in Lithuania.
Sarah
Klassen's The Peony Season
may be an appropriate read for
anyone drawn to mere stories
with little concern for character
revelation or for sweetly articulated situations - otherwise, I
would advise devoted readers
to spend their few moments of
leisure with something more
certain to delight or inspire.
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Staggered Crossing Hits WLU
LYNNETTE VISAYA

Wilfrid Laurier University's on campus
bar "Wilf's" was packed with students
last Thursday evening. It was the bar's
customer appreciation night, and as a
form of gratitude they provided a strong
line up of rock bands. Hennessey provided the charming hypnotic voice of
Pamela Brennan as she crooned songs
such as "Life on AM Radio." Plasticine
rocked the house with up beat pop
music reminiscent of the live performances given by fellow Canadian artists
Sloan. Their song "Tragedy" conjured up
memories of high school and the dilemmas of a prom date that went wrong.
As the twenty-something crowd continued to drink, (a favorite pastime of this
particular bunch) Wilf's continued to
pack in more people. Soon, several men
and women crowded in front of the stage
in anticipation for the headlining band.
Screams and cheers had spread out into
the tight bar space as Staggered Crossing
filed onto the stage one at a time. The
band's tough rocker look provided a clue
to the type of music that was soon to follow. Then it started. A wave of pure
rock and roll hit the mass of bodies like
a typhoon in the tropics. Julian Taylor
(a.k.a. JT) brought the lyrical content of
their songs to life as he sang deeply into
the mic. The audience sang along with
songs such as "Further Again" and
"Drastic" to show the band that they are
true Stagheadz. The bond between the
group and their inebriated fans livened
the bar with enthusiasm and excitement.
It was just that source of adrenaline that

Candy by the ears
Plasticine

Self titled
in a time of plastic boy bands and silicone piatted pop divas" good old rock
'n' roll has taken to the backburner in
today's music. In light of this, the only
bands carrying the torch these days seem
to be Korn copies. Thirty year olds,
awash in teenage angst, crooning about
their troubled middle class upbringing.
This is why I'm pleased to have recently
'

band at that's at least delivering something different. And guess
what, they're Canadian.
The indie band Plasticine has very
recently stepped onto the scene with
their self titled album debut. However,
the band is not completely wet behind
the ears. The twin frontmen for the band,
Rob Szabo and Steve Strongman, are veterans of such bands as the Groove
Daddys and The Tal Bachman Band.
Szabo and Strongman combine on the
album to form a tight songwriting team.
Crafting together melodies and a great
vocal pairing on many of the tracks. The
album starts off very strong with a jumping song entitled "Friend of a Friend."
The hard drums and guitar tracks jump
out of the song as the best part of the
verses, with a bouncy chorus to offset it.
After the opener, the middle songs of the
album slow it down with flowing
listened to

made the house rock.
The vocals were backed up by the full
sound provided by the heaviness of two
guitars and a 83-7 Hammond organ.
I laving so many filler instruments could
lead to muddiness as they blend together. However, Staggered Crossing was
tight and crisp, proving that above the
rock and roll music, they are talented
musicians. Also the strong rhythm of
bass and drums provided a foundation
for various melodic overtones to work
upon. The rowdiness of the crowd proliferated through the band.
Soon
enough, JT had a self-inflicted lesion
above his left eye and the rest of the
The
group lost their concentration.
that
had
them
togetherness
rocking the
show got lost as the main focus became
the blood that dripped down the lead
singer's face. It was chaotic and bloody
in the end...but hey, isn't that what
makes a good rock show?

a

melodies and just enough grit here and
there to remind you that your listening to
a rock album. Some of the highlights
among these are such tracks as

"Something to Someone", "Beautiful"
and one of my favourites "A Blur of

Hands".
Some of the best songs on the album
however are found on the "B side".
"Lottery", "Incandescent" and "No One"
are all great songs. "No One" has a video
out now and is definitely the ballsiest
song on the album. "Incandescent" is my
personal favourite and oddly reminds me
of older Radiohead stuff. After the last
song, we're treated to a "secret song." A
jazzy, lounge music inspired song that
displays the solos of a great guitarist that
was previously hiding on the rest of the

album.
This first outing by Plasticine is definitely worth checking out. I welcome the
arrival of a Canadian band, backed by
strong songwriting, that isn't a photocopy
of all the other crap out there right now.

Rock may survive after all.
Michael Berry

Awesome Leadership Opportunity!
Residence Life Staff 2001-2002
Are you looking to gain some valuable leadership experience during your academic career?
Want to assist first year students, international students, and graduate students in residence life?
Apply to be a member of the Residence Life Team a.k.a. DON!

iMark
|

-

Not sure who, what, where, when, why and how to get involved?
these important dates in vour calendar for next term.
Ist1 st Round Interviews

Information Sessions
Wednesday January 17, 2001
time and location T.B.A.
Tuesday January 30, 2001
time and location T.B.A.

Saturday, February 10, 200! location T.B.A.
Sunday, February 1 1, 2001 location T.B.A.
-

-

2 nd Round Interviews

-

Applications Available
Friday January 26, 2001

-

The week of February 26 to March 4, 2001
-location T.B.A.
Housing Office
Final Offers
Tuesday March 6, 2001

Applications Due

Monday February 5, 2001

«
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Housing Office
Info Session for the 2001/2002 Res Life Staff
Sunday March 18, 2001

Forbore information
a(e\t.

1

-

me Residence Life onice

3617 or 3620 or 3605 or 3781
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LAST CALL FOR ALL SUMMER AND FALL GRADS OF 2001 I
SIGNUP TODAY AT CENTRE

tHA

YOU GOTTA BE ON THE

|

AND

JOSTENS WILL BE ON CAMPUS
JAN 15 TO JAN 31/01

YOU JUST GOTTA KEEP YOUR FAMILY HAPPY BY GMNG THEM A PHOTO. SO SIGN UP

COMPOSITE FEE INCLUDES
DEADLINE FOR CLASS COMPOSITES: JAN 31/01

j

iiaiii-i-iTir n-ii-ii»

IN THE CENTER SPOT.

8-1 O PROOFS
(YOURS TO KEEP)
CLASS COMPOSITE
:

j

IS THE ONLY PHOIO THAI WILL USED IN THE CIASS COMPOSITE

THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO PURCASE ANY PACKAGES
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Hawks spot Gryphs a 2-4
Lauriel's shooting woes keep getting worse
TONY "MONTANA" VOLPINI
As one of the most widely used
basketball cliches so matter of
fact states, basketball is a game
of numbers.
Unfortunately, for the men's
basketball team, this is one of a
few expressions that are usually
true. Basketball is a game of
numbers, and if the digits aren't
on your side, the outcome probably isn't either. Any doubters,
can just compare the horrific
27% that the Hawks shot from
the floor, with their Saturday
afternoon rival, Guelph 's more
accurate 37.5%.
Need more evidence? Put
Guelph's 38 .5% from behind
the three - point arc next to
Laurier's feeble mark of 21 %,
and the stats don't even attempt
to fib.
Finally, from a designated
line that is so close to the basket, and so unthreatening to any
given challenger that it commonly goes by a handle that
begins with the word free and is
associated with the alias charity
stripe, the Hawks missed more
than half of their attempts. If
Shaquille O'Neal was a Golden
Hawk this type of stat might be
considered excusable.
Put all of these numbing

product of the Guelph area basketball factory, was the only
Golden bird to deliver an
extraordinary performance. The
always active Scott had his
hands on more balls than a
kindergarten kid during recess.
For the second straight game
Jeff Zdrahal , seemingly flustered
by his inability to get an open
look at the basket, had another
sorry shooting performance.
With the return of Jonker,
defenders w ill be forced to
spread th e ir atte ntion away
from Zdrahal, giving him more
space to work his magic.
If anything, th e loss to
Guelph gave Campbell the
opportunity to act like a chem ist
and e xperim e nt w ith his line~ ups . The fiery coach tri ed bi g
3 lineups, small lin e-ups, line-ups
~ with mostly rooki es, and lined ups with mostly veterans.
"Zee" btows by another helpless defender on his quest to break more ankles in the OUA \X~st _
The next test will come
against
the Windsor Lancers
numbers together, and even a swingman, Dan Jonker, a major
With the win, Guelph is now
Wednesday
evening at the AC.
straight out of high school scoring threat, not to me ntion a 4 - 0 in league play, including
While
the
Guelph encounter
NBAer can guess the results - veteran player ' who seems to two convincing wins against _
featured
the
return of former
Laurier's second straight loss, in have a calming influence on the Lakehead. If the Purple and
Golden
Hawk
floor general and
a 77 to 53 fashion .
team. Possibly a greater reason Gold were going to beat the
crowd
favourite
Chris Popofski ,
So why did Peter Campbell's for the Golden Hawks inade- deep Guelph team on this day,
the
Lan
cers
will
bring back
,squad stru.g&le afte~ looking so quacies is that the Hawks were or on the 31st when the teams
another
ex-Hawk,
and
QUA allgood in last week's win against quite simply up against a better battle again, they will need
star,
the
big
bad
Kenny
Waterloo? The easiest answer to team in the Gryphons than they players to play above their
Hodgekins.
this question is that the Hawks were
when
they
faced capabilities.
were

missing

their

starting

Waterloo.

On this day Chris Scott, a

Hoop Dreams tum into Nightrna.res
MARIANA HRKAC

throug ho ut th e contest. She the divis ion, Gue lph Gryp ho ns.
co ntroll ed the offence hittin g 5 A disaster the first time aro und,
shots from beyond the arc and 6 the Hawks kn ew that the y
from within, for a tota l of 19 _ wo uld have to pl ay considerpoints at the completion of the ab ly better to save face.
game.
Challenged once again by
"Now that we've played arguably the best point guard
them twice with the same type and post player 'combination in
of game developing, we'll be the country, the girls could not
better equipped to handle them afford to slip up or divert their
the third time around." Assistant efforts from either one of them.
-Coach Ann Weber stated.
The game got off to an excit- ·
One can only hope this will ing start that looked as if Laurier
be the case as the Hawks have could play with the highly
only one more look at the Mac · acclaimed enemy. Virtually tied
girls.
ten minutes into the game, the
"Our team handled their Hawks played with tremendous
pressure well but failed to ere- · heart the entire way.
ate enough opportunity to play
The Gryphons were chalout own
gam e ."
Weber lenged, taunted, frustrated, and
recalled .
battered the entire game "and
As laurier's mission was to·- we nt ho me fee li ng like they
.contairi aftd ·,-slow down th e actually pl ayed a . baske tb all .
ga me, _the. ~ppo s i tion mean- game."
w ni le had m o re looks of the
Leading the effort was 6'1"
basket. I'm no mathematician, torward Kate Richardson who
but if they are attempting a sig- was on unstoppable, blazing ·
nificantly targer, number 9f the (Jryphons from the field, ·
shots, the team with the most beyond the arc, the foul line, :
opportunities wi ll co~e out on blocked sho\s, rebounds she
top . That wa~:e":<act l y w hat h <;J.p.~ ha? ice ~lowi n g through her ·
,pened con,c{~n g .the compet1- ve ms. Kate he aded .~e auack
..~F~O!l, - ~~~ln2f in favour of th e with 19 poi_I)~S . !-lfl•-'~ twe n.ty :

The saga continues this week on
hard court as the Laurier
Women 's Basketball Team
dropped
two
consecutive
games versus McMaster and
Guelph
respectively,
thus
updating their meek record to
1 :9 in league play.
The first of the duels took
place
at - McMaster
on
Wednesday and the match was
characteristic
of
previous
Laurier vs. MAC match-ups.
Mac has always possessed the
perimeter game coaches dream
of. A small, quick, intense team
from start to finish, they surged
forth with all their usual tactics.
Full court pressure, run and
gun , no holds barred basketba ll.
Fully prepa red for thei r usua l
a~tack, the Lauri e r Wom e n
counterattacked w ith an unbelievable 62% shooting from the
field. W hat has up to date been
the death of them suddenly
became their - most lethal
weapon.
In particula r, gua rd Rebecca
Willi a ms conti nued to dom in ate
the scoreboard with her excepti~n,al,..s~~~g-~imil.ar ..;Q._tiJ\:,~ii$t:J::raw'ks:-::::~gam~c,. pretllbtls> Sh-e( ha<tqf!i~ · .lb '~'he next challenge was the
McMaster Women worried undefeated and favorites to win
WEDNESDAY· JANUARY 10 · 2001
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Christa Lodge tlies to shoot the HawkS out of their slump.
When asked for a co 111 ment, make the playoffs."
,Kate , humbly explained, "The
With ten games under their
differ,ence today '(l,~s fqa\ I ~,as belts, these ladies are look ing
more~ patieF;Jt, ~o.r-e' .,<;:pllfid'<:mt ~forwar_d
to those "third "
(and f,tna lly' pl a'yeg'fill:e"fnyself. If · enco unters
w hi ch they can
uUnuteL..l>f~pJ~Y:,~:pray.rng:_a-~ we pfoay~arnt-1¥-~~r-t'ike - surpris-e-their foes.
breakthrough game she and we did today, we will definitely
should be prou~ of.
~--~'-
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Hockey Struggles
WOODIE BROWN
Last

week the Golden Hawk

men's hockey team was on a
hot streak but after two division
games this week against
Western and Windsor the team
is again mired in mediocrity.
While the Hawks played a
game against the
strong
unbeaten Mustangs they were
still on the wrong end of a 2-0
loss.
Coach Tony Martindale was
impressed with his team's effort
and felt they had the opportunity to come away with at least
one point against the third best
team in the country. Of
Western's 15 wins this season
only four have been by a difference of two goals or less, so
Laurier obviously played them
closer than most teams have all
season. Even though they lost,
the Hawks still have reason to
be proud of the way they
played.
Unfortunately, the Hawks
followed up their strong game
against Western with a disappointing performance against
the Windsor Lancers. Laurier,
Windsor and Waterloo are all
battling for the last two playoff
spots in the division, making
this an important game for both
teams. The Hawks did not play
like a playoff team, losing to
the Lancers by a final score of
4-1. The Hawks
spotted
Windsor a 3-0 lead in the first
period and could not mount a
comeback despite out-shooting
Windsor 41-20.
Laurier's only goal came on

a Jason Bullock breakaway set
up by a great long pass from
Sean Scott. Even though the
Hawks had 21 more shots than

Windsor, Martindale felt they
were not the kind of shots that
were good enough to beat
Windsor's all-star goalie, Ryan
Gelinas.
The Hawks did not get to
the net to create second and
third chanes and were not in
position to beat Gelinas with
rebounds. Martindale noted
that after the Western game the
team felt good about how they
played but against Windsor no
one was happy with their performance. "We didn't play
with any fire or jump. We need
to play with intensity to beat a
team like that", he added.
The Hawks will have an
opportunity to redeem themselves this week when they
play Western at home on
Wednesday and visit Windsor
on Saturday. The Hawks are
now one point out of the playoffs and Martindale feels the
team "needs to take the rest of
the season one game at a time
and give an effort for sixty minutes that we feel good about
after the game."
Martindale knows his team
can win these games, it just
depends on how much of an
effort he can get out of his
players. Laurier will host
Western on Wednesday night
at 7:30 pm at the Waterloo
Recreation Complex

Hawks keep cruising
BETH MULLEN
A 13-1 record. The highest scorer in the league. The best rookie
in the country. First place standing in the OUA West division.
These are just a few of the attributes that come to mind when
thinking of the WLU Women's

Hockey team.
The women have recently
racked up two more wins to
push their impressive record to
13 wins against one loss.
Last Wednesday the Hawks
played at the Bubble against the
York Yeowomen and came out
on the winning end of a 5-3 final
score. Scorers included second
year forward Jacqueline Grahec,
who secured the win on an
empty net in the last period third
year forward Jen Neilson and
Alison
rookie
defens6man
Goodman.
The Yeowomen came up
short with only three points
throughout the game. Roly
Webster comments,
"They capitalized on their
chances during the game but we
pressured them a lot."
York only stands third in the
OUA East division despite having the strength of Melanie
Roach in their line-up. Webster
pxplains,

"we simply out shot them in the
game and then secured the win
on an empty net."
Lisa
Backman
Captain
describes her team's performance as simply "solid".

During Friday's game against
the Brock Badgers in St.
Catherines, the WLU managed
to dominate the game until late

"We simply outshot them in the

game and then
secured the win
on an empty
net."

First Year Alison Goodman
also continues to lead all
defenseman and rookies in the
league in scoring.
The Hawks rivals, the Toronto
Varsity Blues, are also carrying
their division, the OUA East,
with a similar 13-0 record. The

Blues currently hold the top spot
in the country.
Laurier will face Toronto in
the last game of the season
before the OUA championships
that will take place in the middle
of February in Kingston. In
between the Hawks will meet
Western
and Brock twice,
Guelph, Queens and Ottawa
once.

Roly Webster notes that the
most important thing for the
Hawks to concentrate on right
now is securing their spot in the

in the third period when the
Badgers came back and scored

2 goals the latter, that tied the
game, with 16 seconds left. Lisa
Backman scored on the first shift
in overtime with less than a
minute on the clock.
Backman now leads the
league in scoring with 35 points
followed by hawk Allison
Goodman in third place with 25
points and Heather Allan in forth
with 24 points.
-

OUA West Division.
For the second consecutive
week the Hawks held on to their

fifth place ranking atop the
CIAU polls. They are one of
three teams in the OUA ranked
in the top ten with the others
being the University of Toronto
and Guelph University.
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open from 9a.m.

5 a.m.

747-9888

160 UNIVERSITY AVE.WEST

ASL

8.99™
LARGE 3 TOPPINGS
FREE DELIVERY
(on campus only)
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EYEGLASSES OR CONTACTS

Chad Marshall
and Sean Scott
Labatt Players of the Game
Labatt Player of the Game vs.
Western
Chad Marshall

Labatt Player of the Game vs.

Windsor

-

Sean Scott

-

Buy one complete pair of eyeglasses or
soft contact lenses at regular price, and
get a second pair free
Details in store

~

With coupon

Not valid with other offers. Expires Feb. 3/01

Marshall, a third year goaltender from
New Liskeard, Ontario had an outstanding game for the Hawks on November
11 against theWestern Mustangs.
Despite being defeated by a score of 2-0,
Marshall was outstanding all night, managing to keep the Hawks in the game
The Golden Hawks are currently
engaged in a dog-fight for one of the last
two playoff spots in the OUA Far West.
If the playoffs are to be a reality, the
Hawks will require a continued excellent
effort from their stalwart netminder

Scott, also a native of New
Liskeard, Ontario had an outstanding game for the Hawks in their 41 loss to Windsor on Saturday
afternoon. While only chipping in
a single assist on the Hawks lone
goal, Scott played a great game at
both ends of the ice and was excellent on the penalty kill. Could it
be that the answer for the Hawks is
to recruit more New Liskeard
natives?

WEDNESDAY
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Wanna Climb?
WILBUR MCLEAN

Finally, after months of changes
and renovations, the rock-climbing wall which has been a longterm goal of the athletic department has been completed. This
makes Laurier one of the few
universities around that can
boast such a feature. Located in
the previously unused back hallways of the athletic complex,
the wall will allow many to
experience first hand what they
had previously only seen on the
X-Games or the Outdoor Life
Network.
As it stands right now the wall
will not be available freely and
the only way to use it will be by
signing up for a course that will
teach rookie climbers all the
basics and experienced climbers
the finer points. Kellie Sumner,
one of the instructors for the
courses says"the physical and

mental demands of the sport of
rock-climbing can be exhausting, yet many climbers find it
extremely rewarding."
Rock-climbing is quickly
becoming a far more mainstream venture for the athleticminded. Within the past decade,
the activity has lifted itself out of
the confines of being labeled an
"extreme" sport, as rock-climbing gyms have been popping up
all over Ontario and are being
enjoyed by many who are willing to give them a chance. In
fact, just a few minutes east of
Laurier, a rock-climbing gym has
been thriving in Guelph.
This trend, along with the
problem of filling unused space
in the Athletic Complex, is what
spawned the department to
install the wall which extends up
to 25 feet and is complete with a
mixture of advanced and beginner routes.
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The climbing walls' first climbers take a breather for

a group
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Kitchener

Guelph

Stone Road Mall

742-7220

826-9228

Cambridge
600 Hespeler Rd.

Waterloo Women's
Waterloo Town Sq.

622-7220

886-7546

Kitchener (King Centre)
255 King Street West

741-0144

|

Age 24 and younger. Security card and Fitness Analysis not included.

Valid Student I.D. card required.
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For more information on government services:
•Visit the Service Canada Access Centre nearest you
•Visit www.canada.gc.ca

WEDNESDAY
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Captain Bruno Castonguay coordinates air rescue for the Canadian
Forces. He and his colleagues and partners help Canadians in danger.
They respond around the clock to emergencies on land or at sea and
help save lives. This is just one of the hundreds of services provided
by the Government of Canada.
——
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Heidi Thiessen Memoria war
$1000 an $500 sco ors ips sponsored by t e out western ntario

Chapter o

ociety or ec nica
Communication are avai aeto t ir
and fourt year stu ents rom a ac-

ulties who ave aminimum 75/o
grade average. Interested students
should visit www.stc.waterloo.on.ca
for complete application info.
Apllication due date: Friday, February
9/

2001.
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Nicaragua Study Tour
Spring 2001. Trip includes Canadian
urban and rural experiences and ten
days in Nicaragua. A cross-cultural
experience focused on Nicaragua,
Canada, and global issues. For more

info:
www.wlu.ca/~wwwchap/lcm/study_t
our OR email jschmidt@wlu.ca
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Marketing Assistant Wantedt
°
Wanted for
als

Hour

Assignment

Marketing Assistant wanted for al5
hour assignment culminating on
February 3, 2001. Responsibilities
include:
pre event site visit, confirm,
.
.
.
,
,ng local media and politicians and

Summer of Your Life
Camp Wayne, NE PA. Counsellor
Specialists for all Land/Water Sports.
Tennis, Outdoor Adventure,
Climbing/Ropes, Camping, Mtn Biking,
Sailing, Boating, Waterskiing, Roller
Hockey, Rocketry, Soccer, Arts and
Crafts, Theatre, Radio, Video and
more. RNs for Health Centre.
Interview in conjuction with 4-School
Jobfair in Kitchener on Tues, Feb 6.
Ca || 1-888-549-2963; email:
info@campwayne.com; online application: www.campwayne.com.

Attention: Snow Clearers
Luther Village on the Park in Waterloo
is looking for strong and dependable
people to clear snow at the retirement
community on an on-call basis.
Clearers will be required during and/or

Big Sister Match Program
"You too can make a difference in a
litlle girl's or little buddy's life,
become a Big Sister volunteer." Ask

created for university students.

A car
assel...Cjll 743-5206 a „d ask

Summer Camp Counselors on
Campus Interviews For Premier
Camps In Massachusettes
Positions available for talented energetic and fun loving students as counse||ors jn a|| team spQrts inc | uding
Roller Hockey and Lacrosse, all individual sports such as Tennis and Golf.
Waterfront and Pool activities and specialty activities including art, dance,
theatre, gymnastics, newspaper, rocketry and radio. GREAT SALARIES,
room, board, travel and US summer
work visa. June 16-August 15. Enjoy a
great summer that promises to be
unforgettable. Apply Now!
For more info:
MAH-KEE-NAC www.campmkn.com
(Boys) 1-800-753-9118
DANBEE www.danbee.com (girls) 1
800-392-3752. Interviewer will be on
campus Monday, February 12, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Concourse.

Room Available!
1 Bedroom available immediately!
$390 uti | ities included. 5 bedroom
house with 2 very clean washrooms.
Only 5 mins. from Laurier. Contact
Emily or Trish, but hurry! 747-7698.

1 Bachelor Apartment

j j

Bec j s tt n p room kitchen bathroom
ample parking close to university Suit
1 student $450 month 2 students
negotiable Lease May Ist 2001 to
April 30th 2002 Contact landlord for
appointment (416) 491-1370
Cellphone (416) 700-9840
Ito 3 bedroom apartment
Newly carpeted, new windows,
ensuite washer/dryer not com operatEd - Utlllties included, ample parking.
Lease May Ist 2001 to Apri 30t
2002. Minimum 3 students, $355/stufor w

-

Traye| Thp Wor|d

Teachjng Eng|ish
lf you speak
you can teach
english. Over a thousand new jobs
every month Head tQ Mex|co Qr pay
off a studenf , oan Become a certifjed
TESOL Teacher. A real opportunity foradventure 5 dav certification course
January 24th to 28th. Orientation
Meeting will be held at the Radisson,
King Street, Fairway Rd. exit,
Highway 8. Thurs. Jan. 1 7th, 7pm.
1-866-300-2226

.

3,5,7,8 Bedrrom Houses
Available for rent. All close to the university. All clean and well kept.
Laundry and parking available. Call
James or Mark at 722-4556 or 7224187 for viewing.
„

Cozy 3 Bedroom Basesment
Apartment
1 2 month lease begins in May.
Large bedrooms, laundry facilities,
parking. Only 7 Minutes from WLU.
Newl Y renovated. For more info call
473-7629 or email
wlurentals@hotmail.com
Clean 4 Bedroom House
Freshly renovated with new carpets.
Close to University. Approx. 700
metres. Laundry and parking provide d- May 1 st, 2001 to April 30th,
2002. Call (519) 880-9663.

Apo ogy to Allen Adamus.ak
To all the students who answered an
ad to work for At Your Service
Hospitality Group placed by Allen
Adamusiak. Allan has worked with At
Your Service for 2 years. Allen placed
that ad on our behalf to staff several
| arge events, that were to take place
in the Kitchener area. Subsequent to
Allen placing the ads, the caterer cancelled its order with At Your Service.
This was an unfortunate and cornpletely unexpected occurence and
should not reflect negatively on him.
Therefore, At Your Service offers our
sincere apology to all those people
who answered our ad and our thanks
to Allen for a job well done. Please
feel free to call At Your Service at
(416) 425-7557 if you have any further questions.

■
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MCTMI

700-9840
Girls
6 Bedroom house with front and rear
yard, driveway. Renovated with 2

Wk

I.V 1 IMHHW

fridges, stove, dishwasher,
washer and dryer, high efficiency gas
furnace, updated wiring, new roof.
$2400.(416)515-8570.
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6 Princess St. W.,Waterloo
http://princeSS.SenteX.net Tel. 885-2950

m.i ii pro B r.„„

Needed immediately. From
30 to
Apr. 5. university students to tutor our
new Canadian Children at community based study halls. Students range
from grades 3to 12 and need support
in English, French, high school
Sciences and Maths. Own transportation preferred. Training and screening
is required. Call Big Sisters @ 7435206 to sign up for the training ses-

6LI.

Fax:(519)884-9071.

House For Rent
307 Lester Street. 7 Students. Utilities
Extra. May 1 st/01 to April 30th/02. 2
Common areas. 2 tiled bathrooms.
Well maintained. Liscenced. 884-4164
House For Rent
33 High Street. 6 Students. $375/mt
utilities extra. May 1/01 to April
30th/02. Nice common area. Well
maintained. Liscenced. 884-4164.
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2001.

after snowstorms, often in the early
morning or late evening hours, and on
weekends. This position pays $10/hour.
Please submit resume to:
Human Resources, Luther Village on
the Park, 139 Father David Bauer
Drive, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L

....

1 hour. Hours are flexible and begin
January 22 finishing on February 3.
Fee: $200. If interested, call Sue
Graham-Nutter, Affinity Marketing
Concepts at 41 6-698-9053 or email
sue@affinitymaketing.net

Live in Paradise!!!
Main floor apartment in log home on
private lake for rent immediately
and/or Sept.
Less than 10 minutes from campus (8 km) on 50 acres
bush. Great for hiking, skiing, skating,
swimming, wind-surfing, canoeing (in
summer) or having a quiet place to
study. Includes BBQ, fireplace, laundry facilities, dishwasher, etc. Rent
$450/mo. including utilities. Call 8880519.
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TO ALL FULL-TIME STUDENTS
.

DlpoQp n jr l, ~n x/n ir
I IGdSe piCK Up yOUI
,

*0 King St. South, Uptown Waterloo 888-9200
56 St. George's Square, Downtown Guelpb 821-9639
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grade report at the Office of the
Registrar
(202 Regina St., 2nd floor)

Book one

of the following

Contiki tours and Fly

for FREE to

hJm
LondonUUjj

Budget Tours: European Adventurer. 37-dav tour of 12 countries

Ultimate European, 46-day tour of 16 countries
Ultra-Budget Tours: Campinp Tour. 35-dav tour of 3 countries

1

Book one of the following Contiki tours and Fly
European Contrasts, 29-day tour of II countries
Ultra-Budpe Tours: Camping Tour. 2 I -day tour of

1 ptoS"""■4ff°
This offer valid for all

iP

for

only $299

10 countries
Fly for Free to London with our special "School's Out" tour
departing May 12 on the European Escapade, 25-day tour.
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Coach Canada
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Southwestern Cities.)

Schedule information Call

741-2600
1-800-461-7661

Coach Canada
trentway-wagar

inc.
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AND COMEDIAN SEAN COLLINS

j X-RATED COMEDY LIVE AND UNCENSORED 1
I
IN THE TURRET FRIDAY JANUARY 19th
TICKETS $4 AT THE C-SPOT
I
1
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IV//V 4 7R/P FOK 2 70 DISNEY WORLD
//V ORLANDO FLORIDA THIS SATURDAY///
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$5 Cover/ Doors Open at 9pm
.

Doors Open at 9pm

|)Jj( J
No Cover Before 10pm

